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— NewsIn Brief

Reagan admits risk that didn't work

Humane Society seeking 'stars'
to qualify for company's funds
The deadline is almost here, according to Kathy Cohen, vice president of the Calloway County Humane Society. The society is still lacking about 190 of 500 "Gaines Stars" needed to win the animal shelter
hundreds of dollars from Gaines animal food company.
Cohen is asking residents of the area who use Gaines dog food or
other Gaines products to clip out the "Gaines Star" from the
packages and to quickly get them to the animal shelter.
If a minimum of 190 stars can be found before Saturday, Jan. 31,
Cohen said she will have the necessary 500, which will mean
qualification to enter the "Gaines Shelter Cash-in Plan." This could
mean an award of from $150 to $500 from the company.
Because the deadline is so close, Cohen is asking people who have
the stars to drive them to the shelter at 106 E. Sycamore St. Ext., or to
call 759-4141 or 436-2603.

Monster piano recital planned
for Lovett Auditorium at MSU
The student chapter of the Kentucky Music Teachers Association
KMTA)at gurray State University is creating a monster.
The chapter will sponsor the second annual Monster Piano Recital
Thursday, March 5, in the Lovett Auditorium on campus.
Approximately 20 pianos will fill the auditorium stage for the
recital, scheduled for 7:30 p.m. The event will feature simultaneous
performances by pianists for all ages and abilities, from beginning to
advanced.
Area music teachers and their students are invited to perform in
the recital, according to Marie Taylor, coordinator for the event.
Each participant must pay a registration fee of $3.50 by Friday, Feb.
20. The fee includes four tickets to the concert.
General admission for the program will be 50 cents for students and
$1 for adults.
Interested performers should contact Taylor to register, to arrange
groupings of musicians and to obtain a rehearsal schedule and repertoire information at the Department of Music, Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071. The phone number is 502-762-6443.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, saying "I took a risk
.. it did not work," has appealed
to Congress to put aside its preoccupation with the Iran-Contra controversy, but the Democrats say
he still must clear away the sense
of mistrust and incompetence the
affair has evoked.
Reagan used his sixth annual
report on his view of the nation
Tuesday night to briefly express
regret over the failed initiative
that involved selling arms to Iran
and then to plead: "Now, ladies
and gentlemen of the Congress,
why don't we get to work?"
It was a speech marked by
Reagan's characteristic optimism, cheerfulness, nostalgia
and patriotism — and his first
public appearance since before

Christmas — but a few moments
afterward Democrats were on the
television screens with their
response, insisting on answers to
their questions about Iran.
On other matters, the president:
—Deplored the deficit but rejected a tax increase to reduce it
Additional State of the Union
highlights on page 2.
as "shopworn."
—Called for a system of insurance to shelter Americans
from catastrophic health bills and
a reworking of the nation's
"weffare monster."
—Promised to submit proposals
to give America a competitive
edge in international trade.

Reagan said that could be accomplished by "guaranteeing that
government does everything
possible to promote America's
ability to compete."
But when Reagan had finished,
the Democrats talked mostly of
the arms sale.
"The sale of arms to Iran — in
direct contradiction to our stated
foreign policy — raises real questions about trust," said Senate Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd,
D-W.Va. "But it also raises real
doubts about competence."
"The administration has the
obligation to tell 'we, the
American people' exactly what
led to the arms-for-hostage deal —
and what happened to accoun(Coat'd as page 2)

According to reports from the two school superintendent's offices,
Murray city schools will be in session Thursday. Calloway County officials have not made a decision yet. That decision is expected by 3
p.m.

Elsewhere...
By the Artsciaird Press

WASHINGTON — President Reagan is offering a wide arrarof
proposals to "put America's economic engine at full throttle," ranging from stronger enforcement of trade laws to assuring that U.S.
students can read, write and use a computer.
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Fears are mounting for Anglican envoy
Terry Waite, who dropped out of sight more than a week ago in his
quest to win the release of Western hostages. One report said he was
still negotiating with the hostages' captors, another said they were
detaining him.
WASHINGTON — A wave of hostage-taking in the Middle East has
prompted the Reagan administration to hold the aircraft carrier
John F. Kennedy in the Mediterranean, keeping two carrier battle
groups in the region indefinitely, Pentagon sources say.
MANILA,Philippines — Mutinous soldiers held out inside a walled
television station today, and armed forces commander Gen. Fidel V.
Ramos met with their leader in an attempt to persuade him to
surrender.
CONCORD, N.H. — Kevin Judd, a kindergartner, stood at the
grave of Christa McAuliffe one cold Sunday in January,fascinated by
the black granite memorial. "You can see yourself on it, it's so
clean," he said with a smile.
WASHINGTON — Fires traced to home heating equipment are killing a growing number of Americans each year, a trend which is causing concern at the federal Consumer Product Safety Commission.

Gary Flickinger, general manager of Ryan Milk Company, left, passes out invitations for a tribute to the
president of Ryan Milk, Jim Garrison. Pictured also is the rest of the committee working on the tribute-dinner
to be held Feb. 17 at 6:30 p.m in the Ballroom of the Curia Center on the Murray State Campus. From left to
right are Flickinger, Joe Dick, president, Bank of Murray, Steve Zee, executive vice president, MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce, Dr. Kids Stroup, president, Murray State University, and Stuart
Poston, administrator, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A portion of the ticket price will go toward a MSU
fund and are available at Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank,Chamber of Commerce office and Ryan Milk Company. On Jan. 1, Garrison took a less active role in management at Ryan and the tribute is to honor the many
by
contributions he made to the company and to the community over the last 30 years.

CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
— Seventy-three seconds of
silence, the length of Challenger's
final flight, was the spaceport's
tribute as Americans honor seven
astronauts, including the first "ordinary citizen" in space, who died
a year ago today.
Schoolchildren around the coun-

try planned memorial observances today, a statue made of 1
million pennies donated by
youngsters was being dedicated,
the families of the crew planned to
join public memorials or grieve
privately, and President Reagan
was addressing NASA workers via
satellite.

All activity was to cease here at
11:38 a.m., the moment on Jan. 28,
1986, when the shuttle roared away
from icicle-laden Launch Pad 39.
Cold weather was forecast, a grim
reminder of the conditions that
contributed to the accident.
Many of the nearly 14,000
workers at the Kennedy Space
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Center were expected to walk outside and gaze at the spot 8.9 miles
high where Challenger erupted into a fireball.
They were to be joined by many
of the 13,000 workers at Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station and
(Coard ea page 2)

Court looking
at anti-drunken
driving device
for automobiles

Forecast
Tonight will become mostly
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of rain by daybreak. Low will
be in the upper 20g. Southeast
wind will be 5 to 10 mph. Thursday will be cloudy with a 60 percent chance of rain. High will
be in the lower to mid 40s.
Southeast wind will be 10 to 20
mph.
LAZE Lit'aii—
Kontucky Lake
..1156.6

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins says
she does not believe her refusal to
withdraw from consideration for
the University of Kentucky
presidency will hurt the ability of
a search committee to find
qualified candidates.
"Go ask the search committee. I
want to know," Collins said Tuesday during an interview. "Surely
the kinds of people you want for
the University of Kentucky would
not be intimidated at all about
what they read in the newspapers
or about some talk."
The search committee is seeking a replacement for President
Otis Singletary, who is retiring
June 30. Collins said to ask that
she absolutely rule out accepting
the job would infringe on her
rights.
Collins was nominated for the
post by Bob Davis, her Public Protection and Regulation secretary.

73 seconds of silence remembers Challenger crew
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Jefferson County man who has
pleaded guilty to second-degree
manslaughter and driving under
the influence could become the
first person in Kentucky to have
an anti-drunken driving device installed in his car.
William L. Hysinger pleaded
guilty Monday to manslaughter
and DUI in an alcohol-related accident that killed a bicyclist last
summer. He had been charged
with murder but pleaded lo the
reduced charge as part of a plea
agreement.
Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney Jim Clements recommended Hysinger receive a 10-year
sentence, the maximum for
irid-degre. Maridiaugater, Sur
said he would have no objection to
(0aard on page 2)
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Highlights of the speech
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Highlights of President Reagan's
State of the Union address Tuesday night include.
DIAN-CONTRA CONTROVERSY "I took a risk with regard to
our action in Iran," the president
said •'It did not work, and for that
I assume full responsibility. .. I do
not believe it was wrong to try to
establish contacts with a country
of strategic importance or to try to
save lives. And certainly it was not
• wrong to try to secure freedom for
our citizens held in barbaric
captivity.'
MILITARY BUDGET: He said
his new defense budget would
"maintain our momentum to
make up for neglect in the last
decade." He said the Soviet Union
has, since 1270, invested $500
billion more on defense than this
country.
AFGHANISTAN: He said the
Soviet Union "continues a brutal
war and props up a regime whose
days are clearly numbered " He
offered to support a political
solution that guarantees the rapid
withdrawal of all Soviet troops and
genuine self-determination for the
Afghan people."
NICARAGUA: Reagan called
Nicaragua the "odd man out" in
Central and South America, "suppressing the church, the press,
and democratic dissent and promoting subversion in the region."
He pledged to fight any effort to
deny American aid to the counterrevolutionaries which, he said,
would "consign them to death,
defeat, or a life without freedom."
ARMS CONTROL: He charged
that the Soviets destroyed an opportimity for an arms control
agreement in Iceland last October
by insisting on limits on his

Reagan...
(antlf treat page 1)
lability in the White House," Byrd
said.
Still, Byrd and House Speaker
Jim Wright, D-Texas, stressed
that they wanted to work with
Reagan during his final two years
in office.
Republicans exaggerated their
reaction to the applause lines in
Reagan's speech, rising to their
feet to clap and shout, while
Democrats sat silently.
Only when Reagan made
reference to issues the Democrats
have criticized him for, such as
the huge federal budget deficit,
did the Democrats come to life.
"In 10 years I have never seen
the floor of the House that way,"
said Rep. loon Panetta, D-Cidif.
"The last time I was part of
something like that was at a high
school basketball rally."
Even Senate Republican Leader
Bob Dole of Kansas was a little
sheepish about the display.
"A couple of times it got a little
out of hand," Dole said. "It started
on our side, although not among
senators. Some of those (House )
guys, you tell them it's Tuesday
and they applaud."
White House aides and congressional supporters hoped Reagan's
address, would show him as in
command after prostate surgery
on Jan. 5 and the damaging
revelations about the Iran-Contra
scheme. The atmosphere and
perception of it were at least
equally as important as its
substance.
On that score, reaction also
broke along party lines.
"I think he's back," said Rep.
Jack Kemp, Ft-N.Y.
"I felt a little bit sorry for him

Strategic Defense Initiative program. "I wouldn't let them do it
then. I won't let them do it now or
in the future."
ME DIU/7QT: Reagan called
anew for a constitutional amendment mandating a balanced
budget and asked Congress again
for a line-item veto "so we can
carve out the boondoggles and
pork that would never survive on
their own."
TAXES: He repeated his opposition to higher taxes to help balance
the budget, saying,"the American
people have repeatedly rejected
that shopworn advice."
WELFARE: Terming the current welfare system an "outmoded !social dinosaur," he said he will
propose a new national welfare
program.

CATASTROPHICILLNESS: He
said he will submit legislation
shortly "to help free the elderly
from the fear of catastrophic illness," but gave no details.
COMPEI11I1EA72118: Reagan
said he plans to propose ways to
enhance U.S. competitiveness
The proposals will include science
and technology centers, money for
basic research, legal and
regulatory reforms and weapons
to fight unfair trade practices. He
said farmers must have "a shot at
participating fairly and fully in a
changing world market."
JOBS: The president said he
will propose substantial new
federal commitments for retraining and job mobility to enable
workers to adapt to the rapidly
changing nature of the workplace
DRUG ABUSE: He called for
redoubling "personal efforts" to
provide drug-free environments
fr every child.
because I thought the speech was
weal, and I don't want to see a
weak president," said Rep. Dan
Glickman, D-Kan.
Reagan used most of his speech
to lay out a broad agenda ranging
from boosting America's competitiveness overseas to domestic
concerns like the budget deficit
and welfare reform.
On Iran, the president said it
was not wrong to try to establish
contact with a nation of strategic
importance and "certainly it was
not wrong to try to secure freedom
for our citizens held in barbaric
captivity." Unlike his earlier
statements on the subject,
Reagan, in a single sentence, linked the effort to open contacts with
Iran with trying to free the
hostages
He added, "But we did not
achieve what we wished, and
serious mistakes were made in
trying to do so.
Reagan said his administration
had made progress on many fronts
but "I have one major regret.
"I took a risk with regard to our
action in Iran. It did not work and
for that I assume full
responsibility."
While mentioning mistakes,
Reagan did not say he, specifically, was guilty of any.
Reagan did not offer any new
revelations about the arms sale
and said nothing about the diverMen of profits to Contra rebels in
Nicaragua.
While pledging to find out the
facts and take any necessary action, Reagan said that "in
debating the past, we must not
deny ourselves successes of the
future. Let it never be said of this
generation of Americans that we
became so obsessed with failure
that we refused to take risks that
could further the cause of peace
and freedom in the world."

Kentucky's
delegation
responses
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP; —
President Reagan's sixth annual
State of the Union address proved
that he is in charge of American
policy despite recent health problems and the Iranian arms scandal, Republican members of Kentucky's congressional delegation
said Tuesday
"The most important thing he
had to do tonight was to be
vigorous and in charge, and I think
he was," said Sen Mitch
McConnell.
Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers,
R-5th, agreed.
"President Reagan came out
fighting," Rogers said. "He gave a
strong assessment of our nation's
status, and I think he showed once
again that he is fully in charge 01
American policy."
Democratic reaction was not sr
generous.
Rep. Chris Perkins, D-7th, said
the president talked about "the
same issues that he's talked about
over and over again in past State
of the Union addresses.
Sen. Wendell Ford said he was
disappointed that the president
reiterated his need for a line-item
veto, which would allow him to reject individual parts of bills. The
president mentioned that 43 governors have that line-item veto
power.
"But he forgot to add that those
governors have to present a
balanced budget," Ford said. "A
balanced budget and line-item
veto are one thing, but a line-item
veto without a balanced budget is
nothing."
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-1st,
said it's easy for the president and
Congress to call the federal deficit
"outrageous, but it's somehow difficult for us to cut spending."
Despite their differences, both
parties agreed that the president
faces an uphill battle throughout
the remainder of his term.
"The president is up against a
very partisan and potentially
hostile Congress going into the last
two years of his term," McConnell
said. "It will make his proposals
much harder to enact."

M-CC Vocational
Center schedules
two night classes
The Murray-Calloway County
Area Vocational Center will begin
two night courses on Feb. 3 at the
Vocational Center.
Small engine repair will be
taught by Don Rowlett. The course
will be held on Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 8-9 p.m. for five
weeks. The fundamentals of small
engine repair will be taught.
Students will tear down a small
engine completely and rebuild it.
Actual work will also be done on
lawn mowers, tillers, etc. The
registration fee will be $7.50 and
small engine repair manuals will
be available for sale at $14. This
class is limited to the first 15 people who register.
Woodworking will be taught by
Dennis Harper. The course will
meet on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6-9 p.m. for five
weeks. The use of woodworking
tools and the techniques of woodworking will be taught. The
registration fee for the class will
be $7.50. This class is also limited
to the first 15 people to register.
To register for either class,
phone the Murray Vocational
Center at 753-1870 between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Wrinkle Cream Great Success
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Governor...
(ciard bum page .1)
Since then, a newspaper has
reported that two members of the
UK Board of Trustees were approached about supporting Collins
for the presidency, in exchange for
being reappointed to the board.
One trustee said the person who
approached him purported to be
acting on behalf of the governor's
husband, Bill Collins, a report that
both the governor and her husband
have denied.
Collins last week appointed
seven new members to the UK
board, but did not replace those
serving on the search committee.
The entire board will make the
final decision on a new president.
During the interview with The
Courier-Journal, Collins said six
times that she is not seeking the
UK post, but would not rule out accepting it if offered.
When asked why she did not
withdraw from consideration, Collirui said: "I think you're infringing on my rights. I feel like I ought
to be able to talk to whomever I
want, whenever I want" - Collins said she did not ask any
of her appointments to the board
to support her for the presidency.
"If I had wanted to be president
of the University of Kentucky, I
would have had those trustees appointed a long time ago, and it
would have been so greased that
you wouldn't have known what
happened," she said.
Collins said some who have
criticized her qualifications for the
UK post may have hidden
motives.
"I wonder ... if that has anything
to do with not wanting a politician,
or whether it's partly because I'm
a woman," she said."I think there
are some people who would absolutely cringe at the thought of
the president of the University of
Kentucky being a woman."
Asked if she felt qualified for the
UK presidency, Collins said, "I
don't know. I guess it depends on
what they're looking for."
The appointments to the UK
board were among 37 she made
Friday to the governing bodies of
the eight state universities. Collins
had so many vacancies to fill
because some terms of university
board members had expired and
because Franklin Circuit Court
ruled last May that a 1980 state
law setting six-year terms for
board members violated a constitutional limit of four-year terms
for most state offices.
Collins said two University of
Louisville trustees who were
replaced because they were in
their fifth or sixth year have the
right to take the matter to court.
"But! think it's important that all
board members understand their
purpose, and their purpose is to
promote their institution and
make it the best they possibly

Johnson selected
by Illinois to be
band conductor

Miller appointed to chair
of state health council
stit
big the key facts ecasse
County Attorney Robert 0.
state's
ant
population
of
chairman
appointed
Miller was
status.
the State Health Planning Council
o
't
ts::
The council, he said,
of
meeting
regular
a
on Jan. 9 at
numbers for how many
the council.
home and hospital beds can be
Miller, who said he has been a
built and what health services can
member of the council for 10 to 1.5
be delivered if federal or state
chairyears, has served as vice
money is to be paid.
man for the past two years.
Miller said the council is comAgencies who deliver health
posed of health .care consumers
care services must comply with a
and health care providers, which
plan drawn up by the health counincludes any type of health sercil before adding additional strucvices such as dentists and
tures or health care services in
optometrists.
funstate
or
get
federal
order to
In stating his goals as chairman
ding for the project.
the council, Miller said one obof
the
of
In explaining the purpose
jective is to get "health care,
council, Miller said it prepares a
within 30 minutes or less, to every
five-year statewide health plan for
citizen." That means, he said, to
the government and updates that
get the patient from where he is to
plan every year. Miller said the
the hospital in that length of time.
plan affects what can be physicalMiller said he would also "like
ly built for hospitals, nursing
to see a single state agency
homes, health centers and so on,
puchase all the health care for
which will be partially funded with
employees, teachers, and
state
federal or state money.
Medicaid recipients."
The council's last five-year plan
describes its process of developing — Miller succeeds Wade Mountz as
elMirman, president and ada health care policy as deciding
ministrator or Norton's Chllrens
where public funds can be most
Hospital in Louisville
prudently allocated, and review.

Device...
((astril tress page 1)
probation if Jefferson Circuit
Judge Joseph Eckert imposed
several conditions.
The conditions would include
Hysinger's participation in Operation Sober, in which convicted
drunken drivers give public
speeches about the dangers of
drunken driving; seek counseling
for alcohol dependency if needed;
take periodic testing for intoxication, and use the anti-drunken
driving device on their cars.
Clements said the device, called
a Breath Alcohol Analyzed Ignition System, is about the size of a
citizens band radio and fits under
the dash.
The driver must breathe into
what resembles a microphone and
punch several buttons and switches before the car will start.
Clemente said the breath analyzer
can be set to prevent starts at
varying levels of alcohol — from
one drink to the legal intoxication
limit.
Eckert said he has not yet decided whether he will grant probation. A sentencing hearing was
scheduled for March 17.
The charges against Hysinger
stemmed from an accident last
June 27, when his car went out of
control and struck Richard A.
Elmore, who was riding his bicycle on the gravel shoulder beside
the road. Elmore, 72, died about
two hours after the accident.
In a letter to the judge, Mary
Elmore, the mother of the victim,
said live years probation would
"be it just and fair resolution of
this matter."

Challenger...
(Osat'd from page 1)
Patrick Air Force Base, hundreds
of tourists and thousands of local
residents. Flags were to be
lowered to half-staff.
Killed in the accident were
Cmdr. Dick Scobee, Pilot Michael
Smith, New Hampshire
schoolteacher Christ& McAuliffe
and crew members Judy Resnik,
Ronald McNair, Ellison Onizuka
and Greg Jarvis.
At Woodlawn Memorial Park in
Orlando, Bruce Jarvis was to lay a
wreath at the Astronauts
Memorial in honor of his son.
Jarvis' widow, Marcia, said she
would be alone.
"I'm going tO spend that day
quietly on a trail somewhere ..
because we always did things outaide," she said.
Onizuka's family plans a happier observance Saturday, gathering in Houston for a Hawaiianstyle luau.
"We promised Ellison a luau
when he got back ... and the luau
never occurred," said Claude
Onizuka, his younger brother. "So
we made a promise to the NASA
people that an the one-year anniversary we'd come back and put
that luau back on."

Allen pre-trial
hearing to be
continued again

A pre-trial conference for
former Calloway County High
School assistant principal Bobby
R. Allen has been rescheduled
again from Monday to Feb. 9 by
McCracken District Judge David
Reed.
Dennis L. Johnson, director of
The conference was continued
bands at Murray State University,
Allen's attorneys were
because
has been chosen by the Minois
out
town,
according to assistant
of
Music Educators Association
Commonwealth Attorney Will
(IMEA) to conduct the All-State
Kautz.
Honors Band of high school
Allen, 44, is accused of taking
Irma LaFollette has been nammusicians.
wrenches and a pair of pliers
three
the
of
chairman
The band will rehearse and per- ed campaign
a
form at the state IMEA conven- American Heart Association, from Sears and two shirts,
let.
calculator/wal
a
and
necktie
raising
tion Jan. 29-31 at the Pere Mar- Western Division 1987 fund
at the
quette Hotel in Peoria. A concert drive in CaLloway County, accor- from Meta on Dec. 28, 1985
Oaks
Mall.
Kentucky
presiat 4 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 31; will ding to the Western Division
Allen was fired by the county
dent Lowell F. Roberts, M.D.
culminate the convention.
As campaign chairman, school board in March following a
Membership in the band is
determined by regional, district LaFollette will manage volunteers two-day hearing on the criminal
and state auditions. Other All- donating their time and talents to charges. Kautz said he expected
state ensembles to perform at the the drive. The campaign the judge to schedule a trial date
IMEA meeting include the choir, volunteers will seek contributions Feb. 9.
concert band, orchestra and jazz and distribute information on how
the American Heart Association
band.
"The competition to be selected supports cardiovascular research,
for the band 18 quite intense," community education and service
Johnson said, "and the final programs.
According to LaFollette, "We
membership truly does represent
the best high school musicians in have set $8,200 as our campaign
goal for 1987, an increase of WO
Illinois."
Bennie Cooper, an emergency
our 1988 goal."
over
John Kinnison, executive
medical technician instructor at
Similar campaigns across the
secretary of the IKEA, called
Johnson a respected conductor nation are being conducted by Murray State University, has been
and musician, and said the over two million AHA vohmteers re-elected chairman of the state
organization is fortunate to have from all walks of life. The associa- EMT advisory committee for a
tion's mission is the reduction of third one-year term, Kentucky
him as its band conductor.
"He has a marvelous way with early death and disability from Cabinet for Human Resources
heart disease, stroke and related spokesman Tommy Thompson anyoung people and always seems to
nounced this week.
get them to respond beyond what disorders.
The EMT advisory committee is
reduction
continuing
a
Despite
be
might
expected,"
normally
In the death rate from heart made up of emergency room docKnudson said. "He will contribute
to our purpose of making the All- disease, stroke and related tors and nurses, anaubulance prodisorders, an estimated one viders and EMT instructors from
State experience enjoyable and
million Americans died of car- across the state and is responsible
meaningful so that students can
for the development of new prodiovascular disease during 1986.
return to their schools with a
"The American Heart Associa- grams in the field of emergency
heightened musical awareness."
medicine, Thompson said.
Noting that the IMEA is one of tion is known for its resmarch
Cooper is an instructor in safety
the largest state conventions of leading to such developments as
and
and health at IISU.
engineering
treatments
drug
new
CPR,
the
country,
in
music educators
bypass surgery. Much of what the
said .his selection as the
AHA learns from research is also
MOO WM Islienetor is "a great
translated into
hour far
—
Clarification
use to
leantril
nns
grams our citize
IOW bp faculty lit the
Lamb Scott of 811 OWDeborah
reduce theirrisk of heart dimes*.
D1.11111111111tInaisk if Murray
is not the same
Road,
&water
to
related
those
Programs include
State University in uns. Johnson
mentioned in a
Scott
Deborah
nutrition, smoking or blood
earned the B.M.E. degree at the
edition of
in
Monday's
story
news
comow
pressure available in
University of Michigan and the
the Ledger & Times.
said.
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munity,"
State.
M.M.E. at Michigan

LaFollette named
Heart Association
campaign chair

Cooper re-elected
to top spot with
EMT committee
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

It is sad when bad is what you are not
I've always been hooked by the
self-analysis tests that frequently
appear in the features pages of
newspapers and magazines.
The questions have multiplechoice answers, and each answer
has a different value in points. You
add up the points and determine
the kind of shape you are in.
For instance, the question in a
test on drinking might go:
Q. Do you usually drink:
a. only at parties? (1 point)
b. only a nip after work? (2
points)
c. a pint before breakfast? (3
points)
Or, if it is about your mental
state, a question might go:
Q. Do you spend a lot of time:
a. worrying about bills? (1
point)
b. thinking you are getting old
too fast? (2 points)
c. sitting in a dark closet by
yourself, whimpering and wringing your hands? (3 points)
The various tests tell you if you
are likely to have a heart attack, if
you have a drab personality, if you
are on the verge of a marital
breakup, and just anything else
that might be of interest.
The idea is that a bad score
should warn you to change some of
your habits.
I have taken them all. And, on
the basis of the results, I have
discovered I died sometime in
1968, that I am confined to a padded cell, that everybody I know
hates me, or should, and that I'm
very happy.
But I haven't chInged any of my
habits. Why push my luck?
Not long ago, a new test appeared in a column by Ann
Landers. It consisted of questions
about boozing and drugs and sex,

and getting drunk and arrested,
and getting girls in trouble, and all
sorts of fascinating stuff.
The trouble was it was designed
for teenagers, to determine
whether they were goody-goodies
(0 to 21 points), normal (22 to 35
points), or depraved and
dissipated (36 points and up).
Although I am no longer a
teenager, at least most of the
time, I decided to take the test
anyway.
My answers were based on the
things I had done through my 19th
year. Since drugs weren't widely
used then, I substituted liquor in
questions that dealt with them.
Answering the questions was a
real nostalgia trip. Several times,
I had to sit back and chuckle at
memories of what it was like when
I was fondly known in my
neighborhood as "the wolfinzui,'
"that creep" and "stay away from
my sister, you!"
Then I added up the total points.
And I couldn't believe the results.
I had scored 19. Nineteen? Even
Jack Armstrong or Andy Hardy
would have had higher scores than
that.
I figured something was wrong
with the test, so I asked a friend of
mine, who is about my age, to take
it. He is a rather straight sort, who
came from a decent neighborhood
and spent much of his youth
reading books, playing ping-pong,
and working on a Junior Achievement project.
He got 35 points, putting him on
the edge of dissipation. He smiled
and said: "Someday,I will tell you
about the girl next door."
So I asked a woman in her 30s to
take the test. She is a proper sort
who attended parochial schools,

Letter To The Editor
Dear Editor:
Last night my spine tingled as
though Stephen King were writing
me into one of his novels. Against
the white snow, I saw nothing
unusual, but I could have sworn I
heard something. Confirming this,
the dogs reacted. Have you ever
heard a 'frightened chorus of
beagles? Well, getting my guts
together, I searached and found a
shivering, emaciated, and injured
hound, huddled under the kitchen
windows in last summer's herb
garden.
Checking the collar, we contacted his human, who told us he
had been missing for 10 days. Why
should a dog be trapped for more
than a day? Why should a dog be
bloody and broken by the trap?
Why can't the trapper let the
owner know when he releases an
animal? Wouldn't it be a decent

thing to offer to pay the vet's bill?
This is the eighth time in two years
that we've had trouble with leghold traps.
The Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources advised us that
trappers do some good. Also, they
must be licensed and they do have
regulations governing their act iv itie s . Mostly, they are
humanitarian common sense
rules, that if adhered to, would
never have provoked us into
writing a letter to the editor. Come
on trappers, if you don't want
more citizens supporting total
bans on trapping, get it together.
Do your part.
Thank you,

In brushing away the webs of
time, I now realize that I sincerely
wanted to do all those things. Me
and Slats Grobnik used to spend
hours planning, anticipating,
slobbering

and I have never known her to
swear, spit or kick children. And
she got 32 points.
"You want to tell me about the
boy next door?" I asked. She just
winked.
It made no sense and left me
feeling depressed. Me, a goody.
goody? It was impossible. In
every neighborhood, there is a
youth who is so dangerous an influence that all the parents tell
their kids that they can't associate
with him.
Well, I was so dangerous an influence that my own brother
wasn't permitted to associate with
me. Respectable girls blushed in
my presence. In a survey taken by
adult probates in the
neighborhood, I was voted Rookie
of the Year.
I've had that test in my wallet
for days now. Every so often, I
take it out, take the test again, and
the results are always the same.
So I have to face it and be honest
with myself. I just wasn't the
young man I thought I was. Just as
that youthful home run wasn't as
long as we remember, that
touchdown run as spectacular,
that winning basket from as far
out — my evil acts weren't as
loathsome as I prided myself
upon.

Bartenders said: "Take off the
false moustache, punk, you ain't
no midget." And girls said: "Try
it again, goof, and my brother will
maim you."
I have since taken the test one
more time. And my answers were
based on what I would have done if

But nobody would cooperate
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"I'd like to begin the State of the Union address... but first, a few anecdotes..."
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DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
BARB PAYTES, Classified Manager
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10 Intangible assets

11. Other assets
12 Total assets (sum of items 1 through 11)

1 a

8 1 68
N. e
71 91

9. Customers liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding

elected officers of MurrayCalloway County Fair Bord.
Army PFC Bobby J. Hodges
was awarded aircraft crewman's
badge while serving in Korea.
Ellen Watson, winner of a trip to
National Congress of 4-H Clubs in
Chicago last November, spoke
about her work in 4-H and showed
slides of projects that won her top
honors at a meeting of Murray
Kiwanis Club.
Thirty years ago
Winter hit Murray and Calloway
County over the past two days with
freezing rain. Schools in Calloway
County were not in session today
because of roads and also because
many of the electrical lines are
down because of the ice storm.
Airman Jerry D. Edwards has
completed his first phase of basic
military training at Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.

NO

FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO

7 Other real estate owned

Bob and Connie Atteberry
P.O. Box 66
New Concord, Ky. 42076

fiC

CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidiaries)

8. Investments in

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A project to resurface about
one-half mile of Midway Road
CR1245 in Calloway County has
been approved by state Transportation Secretary John C. Roberts.
Dr. and Mrs. Bill Whittaker attended the inauguration of 39th
president, Jimmy Carter, in
Washington, D.C.
Mrs. Jo Outland Roberts will
retire from her position as assistant cashier at Bank of Murray on
Jan. 31. She was honored at a
breakfast on Jan. 27 at Holiday
Inn.
Twenty years ago
Murray City Councilman
Leonard Vaughn was named a
member of Murray Electric Plant
Board at a meeting of the council.
Jim Irby, Norris Rowland,
Howard Steely, Charles Simmons
and Gene Landolt are newly

I had been given any cooperation.
Boy, oh boy, oh boy!
My score was 92. Even Mr.Hyde
couldn't have done any better in a
London fog.
I feel good again. Maybe, I
didn't do anything terrible. But at
least my intentions were bad.
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Mark Jarman will read poetry,
Former Murray State English instructor Mark Jarman, a
nationally-known poet, will be reading from his works Thursday, Jan.
29, at 7 p.m. in the newly-remodeled Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery. Jarman taught poetry and creative writing at MSU for three years
before moving to a new position at Vanderbilt University. MSU Assistant Professor Richard Spealces, also an English instructor, said Jarman has three books published, the most recent of which is called
"Far and Away." Jarman's wife, Amy, a former participant in the
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre, is also expected to
visit Jarman won a National Endowment for the Arts fellowship in
1978, and has had poetry published in such magazines as "The New
Yorker," "Poetry" and "The Nation." "This reading will give
everyone a chance to see the gallery and the Hallmark photo exhibit
as well," Speakes said. The reading is free and open to the public

Youth mass planned Saturday
The 6 p.m. mass on Saturday, Jan. 31, at St. Leo's Catholic Church
will be a youth mass with active participation by the sixth, seventh
and eighth grade CCD students. Following this mass, there will be a
-Mystery lisar_til per perm)for tho_youth group abillenb and
their guests, and activities in the Parish Conter until 10 p.m. All are
Invited to participate, a church spokesman said.

Doris Houston to he honored
Doris Houston, a staff member in the business office at Murray
State University for almost 21 years, will be honored with a retirement reception on the third floor of Sparks Hall from 1:30 to 4 p.m. on
Friday, Jan. 30. Mrs. Houston, now the payroll coordinator, began
work on the campus in June 1966 as a machine operator. Her retirement becomes effective March 31; however, because of accumulated
annual leave time, her last day in the office will be Feb. 13.

Jeremy Ray Haley born
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Haley of Rt. 1, Almo, are the parents of a son,
Jeremy Ray, weighing eight pounds 2% ounces, measuring 214 in
born on Monday, Jan. 19, at 4:12 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother, the former Tina Maness, is on leave
from Apple Tree School. The father is employed at Briggs & Stratton.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rob Haley of Rt. 1, Almo, and
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Maness of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Brooks Doores of Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Mrs. Bertha Maness of
Dexter. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Lola Miller of Mayfield.

Singles will hear discussion
Murray Single Connection will be led by Glen Windsor in a discussion on "Persia Gulf War and Russian Connection" at the 7 p.m.
meeting on Thursday, Jan. n, at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom of
Educational Building of First United Methodist (hurch. Singles are
asked to note the change from the scheduled activity for this week
MSC is a Christian singles group which provides fellowship, social
events, personal growth and acceptance for single adults of all ages,
whether never married, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.

Retired Teachers will meet
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday,'
Feb. 2. at 1:30 p.m.at Ellis Commimity Center. Margaret Trevathan,
director of Calloway County Public Library for 22 years. will be the
guest speaker. Mrs.Trevathan, wife of Ben Trevathan,and mother of
three children, Is chairman of Kentucky Arts Council and a member
of Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence and other state
organizations, as well as on several national organizations. Bill
Cherry, president. urges all retired teachers to attend this meeting on
Monday.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include me
following: Elizabeth Shea of Murray from Western Baptist,
Paducah; Austin Reid and Wanda Walker of Murray and Maybelle
Jones of Hazel from Lourdes, Paducah; Sherry Harper of Hardin
from Marshall County, Benton; Melinda Lynn Arnett of Murray from
community, Mayfield.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL Chapter of Future Business
Leaders of America recently had a program on "Free Enterprise."
Members were to participate in a work force like that of Russia
where the person would have no choice of job occupation obtained.
Members were given a specific occupation and later told to work in a
different occupation. The worker would no part of making the decision about the change of occupation. The members said they were
able to see bow easily our freedom is taken for granted. Participating
were, from left, Denial* Underhill, Michelle Turner, Harry Henderson and Dal Barrett. Checks for top sellers in the FBLA fundraising
program were presented to Mary Camp, Scottie Jones and Pam
Moore.

SPECIAL REPORT

Newsweek

Gospel singing rescheduled
A gospel singing at the University Baptist Mission in Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray, has been rescheduled for Sunday, Feb. 1,
at 6 p.m. Featured singers will include The Seekers from Mayfield
and The King's Sons from Murray. The public is invited to attend, according to the Rev. Don Farmer, pastor.

Ail

Kiwanians hold meeting
Jim Rice, left, Murray lilwanis president, is shown with Joanne
Roberts, center, and Felicia Sesgo, right, who discussed and modeled the current fashions in formal wear at a recent meeting. Roberts
told Kiwaaians that black is still the most used color for formal wear.
There is a trend to the use of gray and silver weave apparel with
other more colorful articlesssatching on and becoming more popular
In the Murray area. Roberts indicated that formal wear is being used
much more today than it had been in former years. She said that her
shop, Mr. Tuxedo of Murray, was busy every week of the year with
the busiest time being during graduation.

'Super Bowl XXI'gets
at top of TV rating list
NEW YORK (AP) — Here are
the prime-time television ratings
as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen
Co. for the week of Jan. 19-25.
The listings include the week's
ranking, with full season-to-date
ranking in parentheses, rating for
the week, and total homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation.
A rating measures the percentage of the nation's 87.4 million TV
homes.
1.(X)"Super Bowl ,CCE," CBS,
45.8 rating, 40.0 million homes.
2. (1) "The Cosby Show," NBC,
41.3, 36.1 million homes.

Legend Tells
Her Own Story
What She
Stands For
Can She Help
The Future?
The World
Celebrates

11P4qe#

Her Influence

3.(2)"Family Ties," NBC, 39.2,
34.3 million homes.
4.(X)"Super Bowl Postgame,"
CBS, 34.0, 29.7 million homes.
5. (3) "Cheers," NBC, 30.7, 26.8
million homes.
6.(5)"Golden Girls," NBC,26.4,
23.1 million homes.
7. (6) "The Torteths," NBC,
25.1, 21.9 million homes.
8. (9) "Moonlighting," ABC,
24.4, 21.3 million homes.
9. (10) "Growing Pains," ABC,
24.2, 21.2 million homes.
9. (12)"Who's the Boss?" ABC,
24.2, 21.2 million homes.

111\
Our Woman
Of'Flit, Year

NOVELLA MORGAN was surprised by her granddaughter, Laura
Joheson of Dallas, Texas, by being presented this fake "front cover of
Newsweek" featuring her as "Our Woman of the Year" as a gift
while she was visiting Laura and her husband, Bruce, and a grandson, Todd Morgan and his wife. Also there were Novella's son,
Thomas Morgan and wife of Lexington. She has another son, Bill
Morgan who lives with his wife in East Tawas, Mich. Her other
grandchildren are Shelly Morgan Addis and her husband, A.C., of
Brighton, Mich., and Janette Morgan of East Tawas. Novella moved
to Murray in 1976 from Dearborn, Mich. Her husband, Conrad
Morgan, died in 1966.

Fabulous Friday Night
Seafood Buffet & Salad Bar

Itateor Hauer

Wanted
Dead or Alive(R)
7:00, 9:10

A Crazy Comedy!
11 itf,
"
0110
7:15, 9:10

entral Center 753-3314

5I:r

Neil Simon's

11.%TigItto.c Eeach
MEMOIRS

iPt; 13]

A HILARIOUS COMEDY

AT LEAST

Tastefully Prepared...

SAVE
NOW!

•Crab Legs •Shrimp •Shrimp Creole
•Frog Legs *Catfish •Codfish •Oysters
*Clams *Side Dishes and Breads

0

off

ALL DIAMONDS
_
SOLITAIRES...CWSTERS...
EARRINGS...PENDANTS...BANDS...
BRIDAL SETS...BRACELETS...ETC

EXCLUDING TRADE INS • LAYAWAYS•SPECIAL ORDERS

dhoptnut Has Shopping Comet
753-7095

A Riveting Film...

STANDBY ME
7:15, 9:10

Richard Pryor
•The Dakota offers fresh, hot, just-cooked seafood
in self-service, all-you-can-eat, buffet style dining.
We use 100% cholesterol-free corn oil.

•
Imo
)EWELERS

7:50, 9:25

is in

Critical
Condition ii
7:15, 9:15
NEW ARRIVAL',

ota
Dak
Family— Restaurant'

"A Full Service
1510 Chestnut St.
7

Murray

759-9755

Sock To School
Out Of Mounds
A Fine Alloos•Jubsol
Dr. Strongo•Short Or-cult
a110111441 11 sac lip..
WM. IL MOIL. • 1 p.m. 1111 pang.

OVIES TO 60
Chestnut Street 753-8084 -
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Addison-Koehler wedding planned

Vows to be said
at Osmond, Neb.
Miss Gents K. Addison and Leon
R. Koehler are planning their wedding for Saturday, March 7.
The vows will be solemnized at
Immanuel Lutheran Church in Osmond, Neb.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mrs. Kay Addison of Osmond,
Neb. and Charles Addison of North
Platte, Neb.
She is the maternal granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
Roberts of Murray.
Mr. Koehler is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Koehler of Osmond, Neb.
Miss Addison is a graduate of
Dakota Wesleyan University. Mit
chell, S.D. She is a merchandise
manager for JCPenney.
Mr. Koehler, also a graduate of
Dakota Wesleyn University, is
employed as the grain operations
manager at the Osmond Coop.

Murray High PHA members participating in Star Events at Paducah, were, from left, front row, Misti
Holcomb, Amy Miller, Stephanie Bartlett, Allison Carr, Amy Westerfield, Mary Jo Simmons, Stephanie Sammons, Stacey Paschall, back row, Sally Crass, advisor, Jennifer Rayburn, Vicki Woods, Laura Ferguson,
Michelle Gantt, Heather Grogan and Allyson Bolin.

Members win honors

Piano students of Jackie Hill, teacher,and Leigh Ann Furr, assistant teacher, of Kirksey community recently
presented a recital at Northside Baptist Church, Mayfield. They are, from left, first row, Josh White, lance
CoIvard, Neal Power, Nikki McMillan, Summer Hill, Joe Spillman, Sarah Watt, Ann Power, Beth Savells, second row, Jackie Hill, teacher, Amanda Pierce, Christy Gardner, Carmen Holloway, Jennifer Jackson, Erin
Gillum, Mitzi Matheny, Stacey Elliott, third row, Leigh Ann Furr, assistant teacher, Mylette Jackson, Billy
McMillan, Krysta Ernstberger, Shanna Fowler, Deana Fowler, Mendy Goodin, Amber Savells, Connie
Pierce, Angela Watt, Shaelynn 'White, Wendy Stephens, Tana Blasingim, Ellshia Smith and Tabatha
McAlister. Not pictured is Molly Holt.

Students
give recital;
honors given

Murray High School Chapter of
the Kentucky Association of
Future Homemakers of America
attended the Region I Star Events
held recently at Executive Inn,
Paducah.
This is an event held annually to
give students the opportunity to
compete in categories to
strengthen self-concepts, to provide other means of meeting the
needs of both FHA and HERO
members, to increase participation in home economics and FHA,
to enhance the image of the
organization and home economics
professions, and to prepare
students to take their place in
society.
Levels of achievement are
shown through the awarding of
stars, three stars being the best.
Students winning first in each
category go on to compete at the
state level.
Murray members attending
Star events were as follows:
Heather Grogan, 2 stars, Creed
Contest (Junior Division); Jennifer Rayburn, 3 stars, Creed Contest (Senior Division); Laura
Ferguson, 1 star, FHA Fact Test
(Junior D.); Michelle Gantt, 2
stars FHA Fact Test (Senior D.);
Jennifer Parker, 1 star,
Parliamentary Procedure Test
Contest (Junior D.); Allison Carr,
1 star, Parliamentary Procedure
Test Contest (Senior D.); Misti
Holcomb, 3 stars, Illustrated Talk
Contest (Senior D.);
Amy Westerfield, 3 stars, Job
Interview Contest (Junior Dl;
Mary Jo Simmons, 3 stars, Job Interview Contest (Senior D,);
Stephanie Bartlett, 1 star, Food
and Nutrition Event (Senior D.);
Amy Miller, 2 star runner-up,
Product Comparision event
(Junior D.); Stacey Paschall, 1
star, Storytelling Event (Senior
D.1; and Sally Crass, advisor.
Amy Westefield, Murray High,
will represent Region I of FHA of

Kentucky in state competition to
be held April 16-18 at Executive
Inn, Owensboro.

Parents attending the competition from Murray were Mrs. Tom
Holcomb and Mrs. Betty Mollaun.

Bigger Than Ever
with
More Titles & Great Prices
Fri. & Sat.
3 Films for $550
4 Films for $700
5 Films for $85°
6 Films for $1 0°°1
Exchange Any Film For $100
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

No Membership Necessary
Same Low Price For Everyone
Inside

FURNITURE
CRASS
Downtown Murray
103 So. 3rd

753-3621

Jackie Hill, center back, piano
teacher, presented trophies to
Amber Savells, left, first runnerup recital performance, Jo
Spillman, center, best student,
and Wendy Stephens, right, best
recital performance and most
likely to succeed, at a recent
recital.

Free adult program planned
A free adult reading program
will be available to anyone in Murray and Calloway County beginning Tuesday, Feb. 3, and extending through May.
Some of the sessions will meet
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from
8:30 to 9 p.m. Other sessions will
be available during the day
suitable to the student and tutor.
The students may arrange for a
time and place most onvenient for
them.
To be eligible, a student must be
someone who cannot read or has
difficulty reading; is 16 years of
age or older and not enrolled in a
public school. Students may study
on any level from 1-12 grades.
Anyone wanting to be a tutor
must be 18 years of age or older
and have either a high school
diploma or equivalency. A tutor
training session will be held
Thursday, Jan. 29, at 3 p.m. at
First Christian Church Fellowship
Hall.
The reading program is spoilfared by Murray City Schools and
Adult Basic Education Unit of the
Kentucky Department of Education. All books and materials are

furnished free of charge and there
is no cost to the student for the
course.
Claire Resig is coordinator of
the Adult Literacy Program.
Anyone who would like to enroll in
the program as a student or as a
volunteer tutor should call 753-1993
or the Murray City Schools'
Superintendent's office 753-4383

Best
Wishes!
Dena McClard Oakley
Tanya Cain
Teresa Taylor
Leanne Key
Anita Stria
Linda George
Barbara Ann Collins

All have made
selections from our
Bridal Registry for
Decorative
Accessories

Looks for the New Year
With Electrolysis
Permanent Hair Removal

COUPON

Regular
Roast
Beef

• 9,9°_

COUPON

Best Breast

of Chicken

4-4
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Young Man Wants to

SILVER PROFILES

Go West, But His
Young Woman Doesn't

By Shirley Johnson

Roy Gresham starts the Mealson-Wheels in motion five days
every week, 52 weeks of every
year, with the exceptions of
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
How did this come about?
Although he was born in Princeton
and worked in Seymour, Ind., for
many years, he and his wife moved to Calloway County two years
ago. Their son and family are here
so the Greshams chose the Coldwater community in which to
retire.
As vice president and manager
of the Seymour Water Company,
investor-owned utility, he was accustomed to working with and for
people. Mr. Gresham needed and
wanted something to do and began
seeking a job. An employment
agency referred him to the director of the Senior Citizens, Jackie
Conley. The Meals-on-Wheels program was not new to him and he
agreed to join the staff of this pro-

,

'Xeit
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•

Items are on the menu. There are
serveral patrons who are diabetic.
Obviously, in order to serve hot
meals, properly insulated containers must be available. Twenty
meals can be packed in each hot
food compartment. The central
kitchen prepares the Meals-onWheels for many of the Purchase
Area's counties. In addition to the
By Abigail Van Buren
meals which are delivered to apWhat's
wrong
with
ABBY:
I can prove who I am by simply
DEAR
Buddy.
He
would
make
a
wonderful
proximately 150 homes, food is
me" I'm engaged to a wonderful husband. But while I'm making showing my driver's license or ID
delivered to our centers at Ellis, man
and I should be the happiest wedding plans, I'm dreading the from work, both of which have my
Hazel and Willis, as well as for woman in the world, but I'm not. day. Please help me.
picture and signature.
W.A.T.C.H. There is a full time I'm depressed because of this one
TEARS ON MY PILLOW
Last Christmas season I used
dietician who plans and supervises problem:
three major credit cards for a total
the food preparation so that each
I was born in West Virginia and
DEAR TEARS: Obviously of 40 times. Not once did anybody
indivdual receives a well-rounded, have lived here all my life. "Buddy," Buddy doesn't know how you even look at my signature. Sign
my fiance, moved here seven years feel, so TELL hiss at once. Let me ...
fully nutritional meal.
UNSIGNED IN GEORGIA
Mr. Gresham says that the total ago from Oregon. He was offered a him know that you are dreading
He says it's an your wedding day because you
number of meals changes from job in California.
opportunity of a lifetime, so he took don't want to leave your family
DEAR UNSIGNED: My mail
day to day. This is due to several it, so that is where we'll be living and the
love. Perhaps is running 10-to-1 AGAINST
state
you
factors: a person may have gone after we're married. Buddy has he will consider returning to signing credit cards.
Read on
to the hospital, visited friends or already relocated there, and I West Virginia for your sake. for a letter from a sharp reader:
relatives in another city or not be visited him for three weeks to see (Maybe not.) In any case, put
at home for a variety of reasons. what it was like. I suppose most your wedding on hold until you
DEAR ABBY: An item in your
When his vehicle is loaded, he people would say California has can replace your tearful sad- column touched me where my credit
returns to the Senior Citizens of- more to offer than West Virginia. ness with genuine joy. You may cards are: in my wallet. I flatly
not be ready to marry Buddy or refuse to sign my credit cards, and
fice in Murray. Several quick Not for me, it hasn't.
for
the
California
care
anybody
else yet.
don't
I'll tell you why:
I
stops are made inside the county climate, the people, the distances or
If I should lose a signed credit
before he arrives at the office. their way of life. I guess it boils
•••
card and a crook gets ahold of it, he
These stops are to deliver meals to down to the fact that I don't want
could copy my signature and run up
individuals who are in their late to move to California, raise a family
DEAR ABBY: On the issue of more bills all over town than I could
80s and 90s whose homes are far there, grow old there and die there. signed vs. unsigned credit cards, I pay off in two lifetimes
I carry my I.D. and picture, and
It breaks my heart to think of am one of the "unaigners." The
from the nearest county route.
Once in Murray, the meals are leaving my family, friends and the reason: I work in a prison and have any clerk who gives me any trouble
distributed to the drivers of the state that I love. I'm not a career- heard many inmates talk about how will lose a sale. Guaranteed!
All I want to do is be they became experts on forging
V.G. SHARP,
vehicles which run on the city and type woman.
a good wife and mother. I truly love signatures of stolen credit cards.
GRANTS
PASS, ORE.
as
to
the
county routes as well
Centers. And now, Mr. Gresham is
free until 1:30 p.m.
It is then, after the patrons have
received their meals, that Roy
Gresham loads the empty food
container units and returns them
Roy Cothran, principal of !Crystal Foley, Kevin Griggs, Lee Amy Nesbitt, Kevin Newell, John
to Mayfield. His day complete,
County Middle School, Herndon, Candace Jarrett, Jen- Parer, Amanda Pierce, Tracy
Calloway
this Silver Citizen finished his
has
released
the honor roll for nifer Jones, DeShavni Joseph,
Roa; Eric Russell,
students
round trip by bringing the
Amy Lamb, Jenny Lough,
Wendy Smotherman, Crystal
back to Murray that he third six weeks and first semester
Darra Mitchell, Jay Newton, Amy Stallons, Shaye Strager, Sara
transported there earlier in the as follows:
THIRD SIX WEEKS
Parker, Anne Paul, Rebecca Thompson, Christy Trenholm,
day. This gentleman also takes the
Eighth
Grade
Prescott,
Jeri Price, Lori Travis Turner, Kim Yeary and
responsibility of overseeing the
Charity Anderson, Nicole Raspberry, Natalie Ross, Shelley Jason Yuill.
fueling and servicing of the vehicle he drives everyday. No matter Anderson, Rachelle Bandarra, Rudolph,
Eddie Sheridan, Laura Shouse,
what the season, it must -work April Boswell, Michael Camp,
Seventh Grade
without fail. Mr.Greshan sees that Stephanie Carraway, Ed Chap- Jonathan • Smotherman, Jackie
Ginger
Adams, Beth Arant,
It iloes. It is interesting to note that man, LaDawn Cook, Eiart Crum, Stubblefield, Matt Sullivan, Linda James Barrett, Jason Carson,
Deborah
Davenport,
Thread,
Holly
Walittin,
Barry
Mrs. Gresham will be joining her
Rob Dennis, Jeff Enoch, LaDon- Ward, Leslie Waugh and Erika Jason Chapman, Leann Darnell,
husband later in the spring for she
!Crystal Foley, Anne Fulton, Kevin
too has personal commitment to na Fox, Aleshia Griffin, David Weber.
Griggs, Stuart Hale,
Hart,
Betsy
Herndon,
Susan
Hernhelping and serving others. We
Tammy Hansen, Lee Herndon,
don,
Katy
Hokans,
Brian
Hosford,
must profile her one of these days!
Candace Jarrett, DeShawn
FIRST SEMESTER
Jay
Housden,
The Meals-on-Wheels program
Joseph, Amy Lamb, Jenny Lough,
Eighth Grade
John Hudson, Tammy Huff,
Is a vital and important part of our
Charity Anderson, Nicole Brandon Lucas, Brad Maness,
LeAnne
Jones,
P.J.
Luciano,
Dale
community. It seems appropriate
Anderson, Rachelle Bandarra, Tina Matheny, Darns
to conclude this article and quote McCallon, Brian McClard, Amy
Jay Newton, Kelly Oliver, Amy
April Boswell, Pam Bucy, Ed
Nesbitt,
John
Parker,
Andy
the words of our subject as an inChapman, LaDawn Cook, Bart Parker, Anne Paul, Jeri Price,
Peiper,
Eddie
Fthemus,
to his character. What he is
Lori Raspberry, Natalie Ross,
Crum, Jeff Enoch, Ray Fennel,
Tracy Ross, Eric Russell, Brian
rintil
giis something he truly wants
LaDorma Fox, Aleshia Griffin, Shelley Rudolph, Eddie Sheridan,
R.
Smith,
Shaye
Strager,
Stara
to do. "I am fortunate to be able to
Jennifer Henry, Betsy Herndon, Staci Shipp, Laura Shouse,
serve people; what they give me Thompson, Christy Trenholm, Susan Herndon, Katy Hokans,
Jonathan Smotheman, Brittney
Travis
Turner,
Chrie
Wyatt,
Kim
in return is difficult to describe but
Jackie Stubblefield, Matt
Stuart,
Brian
Hosford,
Jay
Housden,
John
Yeary
and Jason Tull!:
I receive so much personal
Sullivan, Linda Thweatt, James
Hudson, Tammy Huff,
Seventh
Grade
satisfaction from this work."
Leanne Jones, P.J. Luciano, Walker, Holly Walston, Barry
Ginger Adams, Seth Arant,
Thus, the first SILVER PROFILE
Dale McCallon. Brian McCiard, Ward and Erika Weber.
James
Barrett,
Jason
Carson,
Is of a very dedicated and responsible person. There are many
more to come.
NEXT: Who are the drivers for
the city and county routes? Under
what conditions dQ, they operate
ment,there are drugs and alcohol. One of every four youngsters
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
each day?
drops out of high school.
Thousands of people organized to Almost all the time, it's interconEvery 90 minutes somewhere in
combat teen-age drug and alcohol nected," said Robert Christiana,
Black pasta, which is made with abuse, spurred by the public chairman of Chemical People InAmerica, a teen-ager commits
squid ink, will be popular with the television show "The Chemical stitute Inc.
suicide.
palates of the rich and trendy in People," hosted by first lady NanMany task forces sponsored a
Martz attributes the problems,
1987, according to Health cy Reagan in November 1983.
teen action day at shopping malls
In part, to a lack of communicaMagazine.
tion within families.
The sequel, "Generation at last weekend in conjunction with
That's precisely what many peoRisk," also with Mrs. Reagan as tonight's broadcast and planned
host, airs tonight (Thursday) at 8 town meetings to watch and
ple had in mind when they
gathered at 11,000 town meetings
p.m. EST, and expands the focus discuss the show.
Actor Sam Waterston of "The
around the country to watch "The
of concern to other teen-age proChemical People" in November
blems, including pregnancy, Killing Fields" narrates the hoursuicide, crime and school truancy. long special. Rehabilitated
1983.
The two-part series, aired by the
"What we're trying to tell them youngsters and their parents
nation's approximately 300 PBS
... is the fact that we cannot be that describe their experiences, and
stations, encouraged parts,
narrow in our focus. There are successful anti-suicide campaigns
teachers, nurses, counseIbrs,
many other problems afflicting and other programs are
clergy and other concerned
this generation, and we have to spotlighted.
The statistics, according to the
citizens to unite in a coast-to-coast
start looking to see how we can
fight against addiction among
help," said Russ Martz, a show's creators, are alarming.
Thirty-four percent of high
young people.
spokesman for Pittsburgh's
WQED-TV, the program's school seniors abuse drugs
As a result of the program, more
regularly. Twenty-five percent of
than 8,000 task forces were
producer.
created to deal with teen-age drug
Again and again, however, the all youngsters become problem
and alcohol abuse. Most still exist.
Issue of drugs and alcohol comes drinkers in high school.
Four of every 10 girls become
"This is just a small core group
up.
In each community which is work"Someplace in that environ- pregnant while still in their teens.
ing against all odds to make a difference," said Ricki Wertz, national director for the Public
Americas Finest
Television Outreach Alliance.

gram under the Title V
classification.
We begin this series with Mr
Gresham because it is his responsibility to travel to Mayfield and
bring back each day's full order of
meals for Murray and Calloway
County. This involves over 200
meals each day, over 1,000 meals
each week. And, so it is that, on
Monday through Friday, Roy
Gresham leaves Murray at 7:15
a.m. in order to be at the central
kitchen in Mayfield by 8 a.m. Incidently, he picks up several
students in Murray every day and
transports them to the J.U. Kevil
Center just prior to the 8 a.m
time.
After signing the vouchers for
the meals he will receive, foods
such as milk, ice cream and fruit
need to be counted and iced down
In coolers. It is particularly important that the fruit be included on
the days when cake or other sweet

CCMS honor roll listed

-;

Roy Gresham with his van
NOW OPEN
in the Olympic Plaza

Children's Clothing
Sizes 0-14
Men's & Ladies
Shoes
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Coming community events announced

Last session of Fresh Start
Smoking Cessation Class is
scheduled at 7 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Paintings and drawings by Debbie Henry are on exhibit in Currie
Center Gallery, Murray State
University.
---Works by BFA candidate
Stephanie Montol will be on exhibit through Feb. 8 in Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of Doyle Fine Arta
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
---First Presbyterian Church
Choir will rehearse at 6:30 p.m.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.; Council an Ministries at 7:15 p.m.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include fellowship supper at
5:30 p.m.; prayer meeting,
children's choirs and youth
fellowship at 8:30 p.m.; Adult
Choir at 7:45 p.m.
---Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Agape
Ringers at6 p.m.; Prayer meeting
and January Bible Study, Youth
Bible Study, GAs, RAs and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
---Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club
Bowling at 4:14 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.; Youth Club and
Adult Bible Study at6:30 p.m.
---Thursday,Jaa.20
Heart Fund Drive Committee of
Bomb *Department of Murray
Woman's Club has rescheduled its
meet at 10 a.m. at home of Anna
Stahler.
---Bingo will be played from 6:30 to
7:30 p.m. at Kenlake Hotel.
---Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will on
the court square in downtown
Murray fTom 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1
to 3 p.m.
---Prepared Childbirth Class is
scheduled at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to rehearse at 7 p.m. in library of
First Christian Chaurch.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
---New Patron Drive activities will
continue at Callow,s,y Public
Library during hours of 9 a.m. to 8
p.m.

Friday, ha.ID
Thursday, ha.10
Mark Jarman, poet, will read
Events in Land Between the
from his works at 7 p.m. in Clara Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
M. Eagle Art Gallery, Murray'p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
State University. This is free and Center.
open to the public.
------Billy Graham Christian Life and
Murray Single Connection will Witness Course will be held from 7
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor to 9:30 p.m. at First Baptist
classroom of Education Building,
First United Methodist Church.
---For information call Martha at
New Patron Drive activities will
750-4940 or Glen at 435-4143.
continue at Calloway Public
---Library during hours of 9 a.m. to 8
Friday,ha.30
p.m.
Doris Houston will be honored at
---a retirement reception on third
Entertainment is scheduled
floor of Sparks Hall, Murray State from 8 p.m. to midnight at Murray
University, from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
Moose Lodge. This is for members
---only.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
---open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acAA and Al-Anon wll meet at 8
tivities by senior citizens.
"
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
---10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Mothers' Morning Out will start
at 9 a.m. at First Christian
Varsity boys and girls basketChurch.
ball teams of Murray High School
---will host Calloway County High
S4uare and round dancing with School teams. Murray High Pep
music by Sherecropper will be Band will play.
from 7:30 to p.m. at Lynn Grove
---Roller Rink.
Student Council of Murray High
---School will sponsored a dance
Reservations for Winter Basket- following basketball game until
making Weekend, Feb. 20-n, at midnight at school.
Land Between the Lakes Youth
---Station Group Camp should be
First District Music Educators
made by today by calling Association All-District Band for
1-924-5602, extension 241.
high school students will open to---day at Murray State University.
Ernest Hemingway Film
---Festival is planned today and
Jeanette Storey's Outdoor
tomorrow at Kenlake State Park Sports Show will be from 5 to 9
Hotel. For information call p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock
474-2211.
and Exposition Center.

Murray Boy Scout Troop 77 was
the overall winner of competitive
skill events in the recent Four
Rivers Council "Klondike Derby"
held Jan. 24 at West Kentucky
Wildlife Management Area near
Paducah.
The winning patrol, Eagle, of
Troop 77 was made up of Scouts
Allen Northrop, Bill Gordon, Kelly
Prescott, Nathan Boltz, Chris
Flack, Thomas Daniels, Fred
Mahfoud, Darren Gantt and Billy
Steffey.
Also competing was the Cobra
patrol made up of Scouts Phillip
Bryan, Ben Erwin, Steve Erwin,
Peter Johnson, Jeff Flack, Chris
Brandon, John Austin and Brandon Westbrook.
A total of 196 boys participated
in the day-long affair, representing 23 patrols in the Four Rivers
Council.
The "Klondike Derby" is the
Scouts' enactment of a time many
years ago when men raced by
means of dogs and sleds across the
frozen wastes of Alaska in search

of gold. Scouting has capitalized
on this theme and has developed
the "Klondike Derby" as a winter
activity for Boy Scouts.
The Derby is a competitive
event in which Scouts use their
physical strength, mental alertness and Scouting skills. The
Scouts move the same way as the
dog sled, by patrol, with one driver
and the other patrol members
pulling a sled as the dog team.
The magic names of that era included Wainwright, Barrow, Juno,
Sitka, Allakaleet, Fairbanks and
Chignik Lake.
The Scouting activities practiced at the various check points
along the route included fire
building with flint and steel, practical First Aid, mad and compass,
rifle and marksmanship, archery,
knots and lashing, cooking, constellations and dog care.
Troop 77 meets each Monday at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church. Boys, 11 to 18, interested
in joining Scouting are invited.

VI

<

Ws 'Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities

PAYLESS

'

AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Oftizens' building at Benton. For
Information call 753-0081, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
---Murray High School Student
Council Intrarnurals Boys Basketball is scheduled at 7 p.m. in
school gym.
---Calloway County High School
Junior Varsity and Varsity Girls
are scheduled to play basketball
games with Hickman County at 6
p.m. at Calloway.
---Safety Seminar on "Hazard
Communication in the
Workplace" will be from 2 to 9
p.m. in Mason Auditorium of Nursing Building, Murray State
University. For information cal
762-6655.
---A 1970 Australian film,
"Walkabout," will be shown free
at 7:30 p.m. in Curds Center
Theater, Murray State University.
---Tutor training session for free
adult reading program will be held
at 3 p.m. in First Christian Church
Fellowship Hall. For information
call 753-1903 or 753-4363.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will be Rainbow
Ringers at 5:30 p.m. and Chancel
Choir Rehearsal at 7 p.m.
---Mothers' Day Out will be at 9
a.m at First Baptist Church.
---Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will be Young Musicians at
3:30 p.m. and January Bible Study
at 7 p.m.

1205 Chestnut

Prices Good
Thru Tuesday
February 3rd

We Will Not Knowingly Be Undersold On Prescriptions

GRAN PRIX
AM/FM RADIO
CASSETTE RECORDER

CLAIROL
ULTRESS

Bullt-In Condenser
Microphone, AC or lottery
Operated.
No. C707
987
No. C709 $

Th Ultima%
Gal Colorant
Hair Color

BLACK & DECKER
10-CUP DRIP
COFFEEMAKER
No. DCM-90
Mfg. Rebate

i

$19.9
-MOO

SPECIRL

CHLORASEPTI
SORE THROAT
LOZENGES ****
'Menthol
•Cherry
Box of 18

1

CO!..DS.ME PCS*

VICKS
NYQUIL
NIGHTTIME
COLDS
MEDICINE
Relieves Mellor Colds
& Flu Symptoms
10 oz. Bottle

%

BENADRYL
ELIXER

•
•

▪

•Atro Pock of 10
•Atro Plus Pock of 10
•Troc II Pock Of 9

Cold and Allergy

Rich

1•••••

MOON PIES
IMP,Am*,MO.CM.0.110

Double Decker Deluxe
'Vanilla
•Banano
•Chocolate

When youl
want
/ bright, vivid
( color prints

I

((!oxiak_) the very
same day..
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ISPOSABLE
BUTANE
LIGHTER

100

DUNCAN
HINES
COOKIES
'Chocolate Chip
'Peanut
Butternut
11 oz. Bag
Your Click°

99c
Walt 2 Please

Red & Golden Delicious
or Jonathan Apples
31b

ONTAC]

99C

Navel Oranges or Tangerines

Bring Your
Film To Us!
QUALITY FILM
DEVELOPING IN
JUST 1 HOUR

2 Prints
For
'The Price
Of 1
•Limit one coupon
per customer and
one coupon per roll
with this ad
Expires Feb. 4, 1987

5 / $1.00
Pink or White Grapefruit

CAREFREE"

4/ 41.00
10 lb can Bkm Ribbon Popcorn

12-Hour Relief
Pack of 10

$4.29

'We Make Fruit Baskets
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•Caplets

Mouthwash
And Gargle
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Your Choice

1

18 oz.
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'EFFERDENT
10 Lb. &matt Potatoes

DENTURE
CLEANSER
TABLETS

1.35

60 Tablets

Plus Platinum

Cabbage. . .190 lb.
Vine-Ripened Tomatoes
Baking Potatoes
Lettuce
Carrots

PALMOLIVE
AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHING
Liquid
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4 bags $1 00

IUM Peppers

6 I $1.00
Blue Ribbon Microwave Popcorn
3 bags/box
$1.99

BRIEF COVERS
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PHOTO
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408 N. 12th St. 753-8214
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No. $44005
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New babies and dismissals listed by hospital
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray.Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Jan.
26, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Clayton baby girl, parents, Annette and Jimmy, Rt. 3, Box 179,
Paris, Tenn.;
Vanderburg baby boy, parents.
Joyce and Mark, Rt. 3, Box 146B,
Paris, Tenmn.
Brewer baby girl, parents,
Elizabeth and Rodney, Rt. 8,
Mayfield Heights, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Leon Johnson, Rt. 1, Water
Valley; Mrs. Mozelle Jones, 111
North Ninth St., Murray;

H6i.R Block's trained tax preparers
understand the new tax laws. We'll
answer your questions and find you
the biggest refund you're entitled to.
This year get back everything you've
got coming.
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
WHERE MORE AN4FRIQANS FUND A BIGGER REFUND.

MR BLOCK

903 Arcadia St.
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays, 9-5 Sat.
Phone 753-9204
Mester Card & Vise Accepted At Most Area Locations.

Robert Burkeen, Rt. 1, Box 43,
Dexter; Robert Moore, New
Concord;
Leo Carraway, Rt. 4, Murray;
Mrs. Carmen Horton, 914 Coldwater Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Alma Fortner, Southside
Manor ICI, Murray; Mrs. Jo Beth
Robertson and baby girl, HCR Box
001, New Concord;
Mrs. Jean Reck , Rt. 1, Kirksey
Mrs Cora Smith, Rt. 8, Benton;
Barry Bartlett, 1913 Tim Tam
Ct., Owensboro; Mrs. Carolyn
Connor, 1631 Olive St., Murray;
Doyce Morris, 1626 West Olive
St., Murray; Mrs. Sheila Kirks,
Coach Estates, A9, Murray;

Mrs. Judy Wilson, 113 Rose
Ave., Winnsboro, IA.; Russell
Dowdy Jr., Rt. 2, Murray.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Thesday, Jan. 27.
No newborn admissiorui were
listed.
Dismissals
Bobby Lee Riddle, Rt. 1, Hue!;
Mrs Patricia K. Wilkinson, and
baby girl, Rt 1, Box 50E, Henry,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Lisa Lindsey and baby boy,
Rt. I, Box 189A, Mansfield,
Mrs. Scarlett Mathis, Rt. 3, Box
251A, Murray;

Mrs. Kristy Powell and baby
boy, 414 Memorial Dr., Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Aimee Beth Thornton, 201 South I5th St.. Murray:
Miss Hope Charity Allen, Fit. 1,
Box 181, Fancy Farm; Mrs. Cynthia Taylor and baby boy, Rt. 3,
Box 157, Paris, Term.:
Columbus Waldrup, Rt. 3, Box
307, Murray; Mrs. Margery
Shown, 1404 Sycamore St.,
Murray;
Mrs Zelma Jean Barger, 1609
Locust Dr., Murray; Harold Hart,
Box 239, New Concord, Mrs.
Morine Grooms, 103 Chestnut St.,
Murray.
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We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities!
We Accept Food Stamps
And WIC .Vouchers

Prices Good Noon
Wed., Jan. 28 thru
Noon Wed., Feb. 4

UPER MARKET

Listen to
WSJP for our
dolly specials.
Opm *ea Greolved

to 4..1•M• he I lows

kjitc.

Hyde Park
Pure Cane

Northern
Hyde Park
Texas Style Buttermilk

SUGAR

Fluffy Sandwich

BREAD

5 Lb. Bog

24 oz. Loaf

490
With $l5.00,Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco,
and Drinks On Spacial

16 oz. 8 Btl. Carton

ith Bottles or Deposit

Adams 100% Pure Florida 12 oz. Concentrate

Jiffy Cornbread di/2 oz. Box

COCA COLA,-DIET COKE, ,
4y
SPRITE, TAB,MELLO YELLO I

MUFFIN MIX

Prairie Farms 1% Low Fat

Kraft Catalina 8 oz. Bottle

MILK

DRESSING

Gal. Jug

Sara Lee Coconut Layer

1
2 Gal. Carton
Flavo-Rich Whole /

C

AKE

GARDEN FRESH PRODUCE

Sunshine Krispy 1 Lb. Box

CRACKERS

Fresh Crisp

Knott's 10 oz. Pkg.

DUNKIN STICKS

19 oz. Box

Brillo Scouring 10 cf. Box

99

CABBAGE
POTATOES
GRAPES
GRAPEFRUIT

U.S. No. 1 Red 10 Lb. Bag

PADS

$149

Red Emperor

NAPKINS
Armour Treat 12 oz. can

29

Total 12,oz. Box

Kraft Macaroni & Cheese 7V4

48 cf. Size White

OZ.

81/99c

5/$100

Ruby Red 6 oz. Bag

Laundry Liquid 32 oz. Bottle

CEREAL

RADISHES
Emge Smoked By The Piece

Fresh

Lb. 49'
LIVERS....
CHICKEN
Reelfoot Ole Fashion 12 oz. Pkg.
99'
WIENERS
U.S.D.A. Choice
STEAKS Lb. $1"
MINUTE
U.S.D.A. Choke Chopped
Lb.
SIRLOIN

JOWL

Lb.

Cavendish Hash Brown

Extra Lean Ground

PATTIES

Lean Meaty

Reuben Deli

Government Inspected

Lb.

Lb

Hormel Premium Conned 3 Lb. Size

Style

RIB
PRIME
Parker's Finest

$599

HAM

riST
qffi
t

CHEESE
gy
HAM SALAD

'499
• tb.

149

Reelfoot Ole Fashion

Lb

Fresh$399
Lb
lgTPcey
Ba
l

790

12 oz. Pkg.
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Peter
Gott, M.D

Common ailment
Is also maddening
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR.GOTT — I have to clear
my throat every morning and it
sounds like a buzz saw. I feel that
there is mucus that I can't seem to
break. I've tried Beconase, Drixoral
and other drugs, my internist says,
"Don't worry — it's just postnasal
drip." Do you have any suggestions?
DEAR READER — When the sinuses and tissues behind the nose produce mucus, the material can either
drain through the nose or down the
back of the throat The latter is called

New York trip given to winners

Mark Peyton, Purchase District
Health Department director, says
the code exists, not to prevent
organizations from generating
revenue for good causes, but
rather to protect the public from
food intoxication and gastrointestinal diseases.
The State Food Service Code
contains provisions which allow
organizations to sell non potentially hazardous foods
prepared at home if this is done on
a non-routine bases. If sales of this
nature are done routinely, then the
manufacturing andor processing
must be done at an approved
facility and the organization is
subject to Kentucky Food
Regulations.
Non-potentially hazardous foods
are considered to be those foods
containing enough sugar, salt or
acid to prevent the rapid and progressive growth of infectious or
toxigenic microorganisms. Examples are food items such as
fudge, jams, jellies, fruit pies,
non-cream filled pies and other
desserts which have a pH level of
4.6 or below, or a water activity
level of 0.85 or less. Desserts con.
taming potentially hazardous ingredients requiring refrigeration
are prohibited from being sold if
they are prepared at home.
The State Food Service Code

also allows organizations to sell
foods to the general public that
contain potentially hazardous ingredients if the foods are prepared
and served at an approved facility
using aproved ingredients.
The Code stresses the importance of maintaining potentially
hazardous foods at proper
temperatures prior to and during
serving. (Hot foods held at 140
degrees or more and cold foods at
45 degrees or less.) If such foods
are sold on a routine basis, then
the organizations must comply
with the requirements of a food
service establishment.
Peyton advises that anyone
planning an event which involves
the sale of food to the public, who
does not have an approved facility
andor permit to operate, to contact the local health department
environmentalist for consultation
prior to promotional activity. This
will insure a safer environment
and reduce the risk of food intoxication or poisoning and food
related diseases.

instead wrote a letter of reprimand to TVA General Manager
William Willis, said Gil Francis, a
spokesman for the utility.
After former Nuclear Power
Manager Hugh Parris got advanced warning of the changes last
year, he was able to postpone his
retirement until April and raise
his pension by nearly $10,000 a
year, officials said.

$45,000 in state refunds available
The Kentucky Revenue Cabinet
has almost $45,000 to return to 681
Kentucky taxpayers, but it can't
locate them. The money is 1985 individual income tax refund checks
returned undelivered by the U.S.
Postal Service.
To claim these refunds, taxpayers are asked to write to the
Kentucky Revenue Cabinet, Division of Compliance and Taxpayer
Assistance, 421 Ann Street,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601; or call
502-564-4580 and request delivery
of the check. The request must be
signed by the taxpayer(s) and include the social security
number(s).
Rich M. and N. Duke and Bing

•Country Fried Steak
•Chopped Steak
•Catfish Dinner
•Liver and Onions
•Bacon Cheeseburger Plate
•Chicken Salad Delight
!lima Salad Delight
•Jerry's Julienne Salad
Your choice ofany two
of these eight dinners.

Dr. H.C. Denham's
Optometrist Office
Will Be Closed
January 29 until
February 8
Southside Shopping Center

Car Life Depends
on Car Care
take advantage of these Special Value
Coupons to get your car into tip-top
shape for fall & winter
fix it up before it lets you down

RUDOLPH-GOODYEAR-WHIRLPOOL
753-0595
721 S. 12th. Murray

Safety Check! Air Pressure Checks!
Written Estimates! All Work Guaranteed in Writing

FREE.

• I ••• smomennemem

INININ11111111

RIM

FRONTEND
ALIGNMENT

I,
2CAN DINE
FOR $6.99

Galion are Calloway County
natives who should claim their
1985 individual income tax refund
checks

Use These Coupons the Entire Month

IMMO

6

Improve Handling, Boost
Increase Treed Lite

OIL, LLISE & FILTER

9

is

MPG

Offer good
December 29 thru March 1
Good only at
participating restaurants

RESTAURANTS

„,.„,:,,,,<‘,.=,:, m

'15"
US cat 11 opens era eltortallie sosemora WPM tree ewe
Diortles. torts II cart tepees liburterrise Slot terrattos roes

Iv _COUPON EXPIRES 01/31/8'7
COUPON

Nom

•
mi
mown mem

oast COUPON EXPIRES 01/31/87 enamel
sommonsomm COUPON smemonnown

TIRE ROTATION
$400

ENGINE TUNE-UP
...Save Gas All Year Long
$39 4(0

Noon.< IgnAon

System

$14 6-cyl. Acichbonol ports end torsion
51S S-cyl cure I "waded

Include, most
US Cant. importer

111

& light trucks.

ELECTRONOC IGNITION Electronsc check of strung
chargers; %peon systems mettle ohs spark pegs I
rotor Set tanme to recommended specs Lubnceie
adpot choke Adam carburetor
STANDARD IGNITION Add $O for reslueed Porno
condenser•eddrbonal labor

• Protect tires and improve yehrCle
portormanc•
• Inspect and rotate 4 tires
• Check susaenvon & steerrng system.

111

111
111

COUPON EXPIRES 01/31/87 gm
aeosisommou COUPON mosimmommom

Ism

COUPON EXPIRES 01/31/87 Immo
aim
miaspaimmom COUPON mommoom

BRAKE SERVICE

COMPUTERIZED LIFETIME`
WHEEL BALANCING

...Maintain Stopping Distance

$5

WHEEL 611ONT DISC Instal new front broke pads I
resurface front rotors Install new from roams wets &
Peck front *beet beenngs Inspect calipers 11 hydreurric
lareterws, Add fluad Rood test IDoes not ochre.* rep
OR
wheels/

'49

Mop US cans
same assayuty

00per

Instal new brok• lining R. resurface arum In.
sped hydroulic arstisin Acid fluid. Rood test.

• Good to, r•le Me of the rot

COUPON EXPIRES 01/31/87 Imo
monemosimmein COUPON onomosionome

NNW in

-.‘
dim.• rror,

ham.,

bOasroKI alto,m 1..1 rof

Ione COUPON EXPIRES 01/31/87 men
siommonom COUPON onsoommummis

Transmission Maintenance

'2999

$ 1 1 95
Drain & refill with permanent antifreeze
Also thorough check of belts & hoses
aims COUPON EXPIRES 01./31 ;7 Imo

Wheel

educed rebtatton
Balanced wheels Smooth your nde
help promote long, even tread wear

%Wore at,as wan
wskir

Winterize Special

One ofthe good things going on at Jerry's.

Protects Moving Parts

99

• Inspect se tires
• Correct err pressure
• Inspect sieranne and
suspenpon
• Set front wheel camber
caster end toesn to
proper shonment

MOO

%.1

The Museum of Modern Art, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
and the Whitney Museum of
American Art were among the sites
visited during the weekend. A tour
of Greenwich Village and a horsedrawn carriage ride through Central Park rounded out the trip.
Miss Morgan and Speight agreed
that the weekend was a positive,
entertaining and educational
experience.
The annual grant is designated
for Kentucky art students with
residents of the Jackson Purchase
given first consideration. Art majors interested in applying for the
award may contact Melody Weiler,
interim chairman of the Department of Art, at (502) 762-3784.

The grant, established by John
and Margaret Myers of Mayfield,
provides funds for a freshman art
student and faculty member to
travel to New York or Washington,
D.C., to tour museums and
galleries and view art that is directly related to the cirriculum covered
In the classroom.

WHY
PAY
MORE?

TVA overrides recommendation
to suspend manager William Willis
KNOXVIT.I.E. Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
board did not approve its inspector
general's recommendations to
suspend a top manager who was
accused of tipping off another
manager about pension rules
changes, officials said Tuesday.
The board overrode Inspector
General Norman Zigrossi's
November recommendation and

August for a weekend of sightseeing and visiting major art galleries.

A trip to New York City was the
reward for Mollie Morgan, a
sophomore art major at Murray
State University, and Jerry
Speight, associate professor in the
Department of Art,as the first recipients of the Shaul-Myers Enrichment Grant at Murray State.
Miss Morgan, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Morgan, 4340
Meadow Lane, Paducah, and
Speight flew to New York in late

Health officials warn of bad food
Health officials from the Purchase District Health Department
are advising all organizations,
public and private, civic, church
or other groups, to discontinue the
promotion and sale of homeprepared, potentially hazardous
foods to the general public.
Potentially hazardous food is
defined as "..any food which consists in whole or in part, of milk or
milk products, eggs or egg products, meat or meat products,
poultry products, fish or fish products, shellfish or shellfish products, cooked rice, or other ingredients, including synthetic ingredients, in a form capable of supporting rapid and progressive
growth of infectious or antigenic
microorganisms,"
The term does not include clean,
whole, uncracked, odor-free shell
eggs or foods which have a pH
level of 4.6 or below or a water activity (Aw) value of 0.85 or less,
nor does it include hard boiled,
peeled eggs, commercially
prepared, packaged, and properly
labeled.
Health departments across the
state are responsible for carrying
out the provisions of the State
Food Service Code, which
specificaly prohibits the sale of
home-prepared, potentially hazardous foods to the general public

PAGE

anything in your environment that
postnasal drip.
Postnasal drip is one of the most could be triggering an allergy. Comcommon and frustrating human ail- mon culprits are animals(particularments, and it drives people up the ly cats that jump= the bed when you
wall The mucus drains down the are out of the room), old wall-to-wall
throat and into the trachea, which carpeting (which can contain a lot of
makes patients cough violently. dust and dust mites), feather pillows.
wood stoves and plain old pollen.
sometimes to the point of gagging
but nothing much comes up The
Third, try to control symptoms by
cough is dry and hacking and tends to using
antihistamine/decongestant
be worse at night When a person is combinations Most of these are nonasleep. the phlegm builds up and dries prescription drugs such as Actifed.
out in the throat, so getting rid of it is Sudafed. Dimetapp. Drixoral and Poharder.
lar amine Ask your doctor for specific
Postnasal drip can be caused by in- advice.
fection, but is more commonly a conFinally, consider seeing an allersequence of allergies. Any doctor who gist A specialist can help identify
says,"Don't worry -- it's just postna- what you could be reacting to and can
sal drip" hasn't had much experience 'give you suggestions about treatment
with real patients. If I could find a For example. allergy shots might be
sure-fire cure for postnasal drip, I'd necessary.
be sitting pretty.
Dr Golfs new Health Report.
Nonetheless, there are some things
WEIGHT CONTROL THROUGH
that help people with this ailment
First, if you smoke, stop smoking CALORIE CONTROL, offers healthy
Tobacco smoke is the most common tips on weight loss, diet and exercise.
irritant that I find in patients with For your copy,send $1 and your name
postnasal drip. Stopping smoking(and and address to P.O. Box 91428, Cleveavoiding other people's smoke) al- land, OH 44101-342$. Be sure to mention the title.
ways improves symptoms.
C)1967 NEWSPAPER ENTF:RPRISE ASSN
Second, try to determine if there is

DR.GOTT

CABLEVISION GRANT — Murray Cablevision manager Barnette Ferguson presents a check for $5,000 to
Alan Greule, station manager of MSU-TV 11 at Murray State University. The check represented part of the annual cablevision grant to the university teleViiii00 studios for programming and equipment. Also participating
in the presentation were: (from left) Tressa Brewer, Murray Cablevision program director; John Dillon,
faculty adviser and producer for TV 11 news; and Larry Albert, MSU-TV engineer. According to Greule and
Dr. Bob McGaughey, chairman of the Department of Journalism and Radio-Television at Murray State, the
grant will be used to buy equipment.
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Retommainded by auto manufacturers every 25.000 masa
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SHOPPERS CASH
"A MONEY SAVING PROGRAM FOR YOU!"
PRICES GOOD WED. JAN. 28TH THRU TUES. FEB. 3RD

N -

15.00 Purchase Required
Stcri,,n

PLAIN OR SELF RISING'

Limit one per family
with 15.00 additional order

CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNAL
CREAM STYLE WHITE

GAYMOUNT

•

YOGURT

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI
FREE, 7-UP, MT. DEW,
DR. PEPPER OR CRUSH
FLAVOR

LYNN GROVE GRADE 'A' LARGE

•
PLANTERS

CHEEZ BALLS OR
CHEEZ CURLS

NABISCO PREMIUM

LYNN GROVE
GRADE 'A' LARGE

SHOPPERS CASH CARD

SHOPPERS CASH CARD

BLUE BONNET

_
cf

MARGARINE

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TINES
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OPEN 8 A.M. TO
11 P.M. D ILY

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

U.S. GOV.
INSPECTED

FAMILY PACK

WHOLE
FRYERS

PORK
STEAK

WILSON CORN KING

BONELESS
HAM

99!

LB.
$ 1 59

BOSTON BUTT

PORK
ROAST

WILSON CORN KING

BACON

99!

$1 19

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS SIRLOIN

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

N

%
PORK

BONUS PACK

CHICKEN BREAST..LI. 9" CUTLETS
U.S. GOVT. INSPECTED

LEG QRTS.

9" BEEF PATTIES

ON-COB CHICKEN
LB

55P

BACON

$499

12 OZ.

99c

WILLIAMS PORK

FISHER BOY

491 PORK CHOPS....Ls. 6239 FISH STICKS

COUNTRY-STYLE CUT-UP

FRYERS

LB.

FIELD SMOKED
LB

OLE CAROLINA

FLANDERS 5 LB.

2 LB.

SAUSAGE

$289

LB. $ 1 99

WILSON

BRYAN

4
1" CHICKEN FRANKS.. .89

FRIED STEAKS....LB. $ 1 59 CORN DOGS

LB. $

PRODUCE
ATHAN
FRESH CRISP

APPLES

CELERY

EA. 691

3 $ 1 oo
39`
89

FRESH BUNCH GREEN

ONIONS
1 LB. BAG

CARROTS

3 LB. BAG

EA.

5 Le. SAG RED

POTATOES

EA.

5 LB. BAG WILD

BIRD FEED

EA $

19

EA. $

109

2 LB. BAG

SUNFLOWER SEED

CASH POT
THIS WEEK

BAKERY

DELI DEPARTMENT
FIELD KY. GOLD

BOLOGNA

LB. $219
BLUEBERRY

COLE SLAW
LAST WEEK'S NAME:
DOWNII ARMSTRONG
CARD NOT PUNCHED

$

09

6 PK. $ 1 99

AUNT HANNAHE

SUBMARINE

SANDWICH

CRUMB CAKES

$119

DUNKIN STIX

6 PIC.

99`
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Grandparents are special at Calloway County Middle School. Recently, the students invited them to visit the school and enjoy a delicious
lunch. Pictured above, Lee Hendon, seventh grader, is helping her
grandfather, Richard Schroeder, with his lunch.
Cal Nato explains the use of computerized weather maps to Calloway
County Middle School eighth grade students, following a study of
meteorology.

Dr. Stephen White shows a red-tailed hawk to fifth grade students at
East Calloway Elementary. The fifth graders are learning about
birds of prey. Dr. White also brought a screech owl to show students
as he discussed characteristics of birds of prey.
George Cassity enjoys lunch with his grandparents, Dick and Mary
Oissity.

WHO THINKS METRIC? Vanessa Bucy, Bridgett Washer and Nicole
Ross are working with metric measurements in their fifth grade
class at East Calloway Elementary. These fifth graders are working
with MSU students from an ELE 201, teaching math class.
After studying alrallhow animals and people make preparations for
winter, the sewed graders at North Elementary concluded their
study with the play "Fooling Gracie Grasshopper." Pictured are a
few of the main characters in the play. The program was directed by
Manua Hope and Some Walker, student teachersfrom Murray

Your Individual
Horoscope

Slate University.

47x•
\„,5

Fraaces Drake
Mrs. Potts'second grade class at
Southwest has been mirk:bed with
many activities presented by
Rodrick Cardines, who is from
the Central American country of
Belize and is an MSU student.
Students are shown asking him
questions abut his country and
school. Left to right are: Kevin
Bruce, RumelilLeack, Stephanie
Ward, Susie Richter, Danny
Crouch and Patricia Greer.

HarR BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
Home Mortgage Interest
Sell Tax Deductible
While the new tax act has made
sweeping tax law changes, the
home mortgage interest deduction
has remained relatively intact.
Even so, there are changes in the
rules governing home mortgage
interest deductions that taxpayers
should know.
Under the new tax act, interest
paid on mortgages incurred before
August 17, 1986, for both the first
and a second home such as a
vacation home will be fully
deductible if the mortgage doesn't
exceed the value of the home.
However, for any loan granted
after August 16, 1986, only mortgage interest on amounts up to
—the-purchase price plus-itripmvemrt costs for two homes will remain fully deductible.
An exception to this rule will
allow interest deductions for home
loans up to the property's value—
again for two homes—if the money
is used for educational or medical
purposes.
These rules eliminate a loophole
In the original proposals which
would have allowed all taxpayers
to use "home equity" loans to
finance consumer purchases and
deduct an unlimited amount of interest as home mortgage interest.
-While the continued availibillty of the home mortgage interest
deduction will be welcomed by
taxpayers," said Terry Powell,
local HkR Block manager,"those
in higher income tax brackets will
find the deduction is actually
worth less, due to the top tax rate
being lowered over the next few
years.The new tax act also settles the
question of whether or not
members of the clergy and
military personnel should be permitted to fully deduct their home
mortgage interest if they also
receive a tax-free housing
allowance. The new tax act allows
the full deduction. Any member of
the clergy who claimed only part
or none of his home mortgage interest in a prior year because he
received a tax-free housing
allowance should file an amended
return claiming the entire amount
of interest

FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY 29, 1987

Fisresfeiss,eves a favorite teddy bear ean be used to help a child feel
at ease sof learn to listen carefully. At North Calloway Elementary
School, various methods are used in speech-language classes to emphasize the importance of developing good listening and attending
habits so that a child's auditory processing can be increased.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Friends play an all-important role
in your life today. However, you need
to guard against self-indulgence and
spreading your energies too thin.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit
Your main focus is on career
interests now. Behind-the-scenes
moves are best. You may owe
someone a -favor. Social life could
lead to excesses.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Don't promise more than you can
deliver on the job You'll be making
plans to visit friends at a distance.
Accent partnerships tonight.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
There's a tendency to let things
slide as the day begins. Later,
impro
concentration leads to
work gains. • nd to joint financial
interests.

AP fie 14 V)

4

Before you buy a
product ...

50%

off
Storewide Gift Side
(Including Valentines)
Excluding Booicside, Hallmark items, Russell Stover
and Blue Mountain Arts Cards
• No Layaways Of Gift
Wrapping

*All Sales Final
No Exchanges, Refunds

READMORE
BOOK*CARD
759-9758

Chestnut Hills

903 Arcadia St.
Open 9 s.m.-6 p.m.
Weekdays, 9-5 Sat.
Phone 753-9204

•

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.

•

diA1
4

111

%/Read the label
%/Check the package
If anything seems wrong,
tell the store manager.
%/When you open it,
CHECK IT OUT again. If it
looks or smells wrong,
take it bock.
_ A mem..from non redleSpept, Ond
Ind NO/ end Dr tog AOrrimovrairno•

LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22)
You may be lukewarm about
loining a partner at a social event, but
go along for the sake of togetherness.
A taste for luxury could prove
extravagant.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept 22)
You have a lot to do now and may
find yourself working overtime to
accomplish your objectives. Spending
for the home could get out of hand.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
This is the perfect day for furthering heart interests or the enjoyment
of hobbies. The only danger now is
that you could be tardy with work
obligations.
SCORPIO
(Oct.2.1to Nov.21)
It's time to get your house in order.
Attend to necessary shopping and
household repairs, but don't be talked
into getting something you really
don't need.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Make those important phone calls
on this day when you shine in the
area of communications. Creative
work and local travel are also pluses
for you.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Many of the purchases you make
now are worthwhile, but the costs
involved will add up to a tidy sum
unless you're prudent. One friendship
is tested now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
No doubt about it, you radiate with
personality today. Still, a higher-up
may be somewhat difficult to deal
with. Otherwise, things go your way.
PISCES
see
gulag
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You could lay the charm on a bit
thick now in business. You'll make
better progress by working quietly
from a behind-the-scenes vantage
point
YOU BORN TODAY work best
when inspired and often choose some
creative area for a vocation. Cultivate
a sense of humor to avoid always
taking things too personally You
have much promise, but must not be
thrown off by bouts of temperament.
Acting, music and art are fields in
which you can achieve notable success. An interest in helping others
draws you to government service and
humanitarian enterprises Birthdate
of: Tom Selleck, actor; W.C. 'Fields,
comedian; and Katharine Ross,
actress.

es

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps

100,..
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Sunshine Hydrox Cookies

12 Oz.

89*

Blue Ridge Salami

111k,
wbol• Boston Batt

Pork
Roast

89!
Seitz Meat Wieners

16 Oz. $1 49

Refrigerated Sauerkraut

16 Oz $1 69
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OBITUARIES

Worker's comp remedies studied
Kentucky's ailing workers' compensation program
Claims for black lung account
for about 65 percent of the $1.6
billion bill facing the program.
A plan to allow black lung victims who are still able to work to

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Finding a way for some black lung
sufferers to continue working or
reducing the benefits paid for the
disease were two solutions
discussed at a meeting of a gubernatorial task force examining

Introducing. . .

The Care Pair
from Shelter Life Insurance
•SHELTERCARE
•SHELTERCARE-PLUS

Dr. Ballard Wright, a Lexington
physician who has examined coal
miners for 16 years, said many
miners have the disease but are
not incapacitated by it and can
still work.
But victims who suffer from an
early stage of the disease are
almost never hired by another
coal company, Wright said,
because the subsequent employers
could end up footing the bill should
another claim for benefits be filed.

Mn. June Ryan Geurin, 40, died Nowell Bingham and John Dale.
Friends may call at the funeral
Tuesday at 5:15 p.m. at her home
Burial will follow in Murray City home after 5 p.m. today
Cemetery.
at 1804 Monroe, Murray.
(Wednesday).
She was manager of Boone's
Laundry at Five Points.
Born May 90, 1946, in Oilloway
County, she was the daughter of
Services for Mrs. Rena Clark
Her husband, John Lunnie
Faye Wiggins Ryan Etheridge and
will
be
Thursday
at
1
p.m
in
died March 5, 1973. She also
the
Clark,
the late Joseph Nicholas (Buddy)
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of was preceded in death by two
Ryan.
Survivors are one daughter, Hazel. John Dale and Ewing Stub- daughters, Miss Maxine Clark in
January 1915, and Mrs. Myrtle
Lynn Roberts; her mother, Mrs. blefield will officiate.
Pallbearers
will
be
Sam
Wilson on March 2, 1985.
Elkins,
Faye Etheridge, and stepiather,
Martin
Wells,
Chuck
Mrs. Clark was a member of
Wilson,
Broad
Etheridge,
516
James H.
New Providence Church of Christ.
St., Murray; ens brother, Micky Kevin Willson, John Lee and Steve
Wells.
Born Feb. 1, 1891, in Calloway
Ryan, Rt. 5, Murray.
Burial will follow in Mt. Plea- County, she was the daughter of
The funeral will be Ilawsday at
the late Joe Lamb and Parolee
3 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Chur- sant Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
Holly Lamb.
chill Funeral Home.
She is survived by one son, John
Officiating will be the Rev. A. home.
Mrs. Clark,95, Hazel, died TuesRalph Clark and his wife, Cove,
day at 7:15 a.m. at Riverfront TerRt. 2, Hazel; five grandchildren;
race Nursing Home, Paducah.
eight great-grandchildren.
flees of public trust. Encouragea•Plo
ment came from my friends to act
on my wishes and desires.
146)*\*N•
"I have spent the biggest part of
my life training, instructing, advising, or monitoring someone
else's decisions. I have prepared
Prices good as of 10 a.m.
myself through the academics and
47 +%
Women& Average
Goodyear
+6.75
service to this state to assume a Preview Close
I.8.M.
2150.45
...........125% +use
responsible role in charting the
Air Products
411/1 unc
Ingersoll Rand
55s/4 +144
future of our Commonwealth."
A.T.C.-Class A
191/
45 15%A
118 1014A
Jerrie()

Mrs. Rena Clark

Brett Scott enters treasurer's race

Two health insurance plans
that pick up where MEDICARE
leaves you.
Shelter Care makes all the
difference in the world.
Harold
(Jack)
Romaine

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER

remain on the Job took up most of
the meeting of a subcommittee of
the task force, appointed to find
solutions to the program's financial problems, on Tuesday.

Mrs. June Ryan Geurin

Agent
(Licensed in
Ky and Tenn.)

SHELTER LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
759-1033
201 N. 5th St.

Dr. Brett Scott, a Pike County
native who presently lives in
Frankfort, filed his candidacy
papers for the Kentucky State
Treasurer's position on Monday,
Jan. 24. His formal announcement
Involved three cities. On leaves of
absence from Eastern Kentucky
University, College of Law Enforcement, he is making his first
bid for an elected office.
Scott said, "The choice to run
for public office was not made
capriciously. In 1985, contacts
were made to ascertain if my
credentials would be acceptable
for one of the Commonwealth's ofNO TICE
VV.'
coitiv
Grovvi
Dirt.
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
M..(1),iiiit .illy temovt•ii
)4 Devi) Free I stimati,
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bel) Kee,i

HILLIARD LYONS
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AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
MX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar GNI. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, hie.
Goodrich

25% -1
/
4
37 +44
45% +44
33% +44
30% -1
/
4
128 1244A
01% -IA
74 -3
/
4
40% +44
/
4
7144 -1
75%
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1
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WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
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Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Peowtat
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wesdy's
C.Z.F Yield

753-3366

BETTY BOS ION
JACK UDDBERG
PAT GOSSUM

Sale Prices Good Through Feb. 1st
Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
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price on the identical Item isn't already
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West Bend® Corn Popper
Notebook Filler Paper

ke
W Stand By Itf

LOW/lk
PRICES'
Every Day
•ar•

Milton Bradley
"Good Old Days"
Puzzle

•200 Sheets

2/$ 1 o

Nabisco Cookies
•Oreo Cream Sandwich-20 oz.
•Pinwheels 12 oz.
•Oreo Double Stuff 20 oz.
Your Choice Solo

•4 quart size 'Non-stick popping surface o
heat resistant base.
'Cover flips for serving 'Detachable cord
•U.L. Listed #82204

$ 11 87

09-

Prestone
De-Icer
With Rugged
Scraper Top

•500 Pieces
•Americon Scenes or Europea
Landscapes
*Ages 10-Adult
'No. 4181

'Sprays 'Scrapes
'Removes Frost, Ice, Snow
•14 oz.

wakarrt1w0

Casiotone MT-205 Electronic
Musical
Instrument

$124

Baker's Secret
Covered Cake Pans
•13x9x2 *Assorted Color Lids 'Non-Stic
•Easy To Clean 'No. R-433

Prestone
PIEICER

*Standard Size 'Lightweight Resilient and
Odorless 'Assorted Colors •Polyester/Cotton Cover With Polyester Filling

$376
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.,
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MANN
Brach's Candies

Foley SILVERSTONE®
Cookware Set
•Siiverstone° Non-Stick Interior Surface 'Durable Energy
Efficient Heavy Gauge Aluminym That Heats Evenly,
Eliminating Hot Spots 'Includes 1 and 2 quart covered sauce
pans, 5 quart Dutch oven and 10 inch fry pan. No. 297-79

$1696

•Cinnomon Disks-13 oz.
'Butterscotch Disks-13 oz.
•Storlight Mints-12 oz.

4ft

Your asoico

$'I 15Sole

ii

Tar

&Ink'

2 Pack Ansa
Nurser
$296
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Vocational Education Week Feb. 8-14
February 8-14 is Vocational
Education Week in Kentucky. Using the theme, "Vocational
Education-Building America's
Future," vocational educators will
celebrate with planned activities
statewide.
A number of mayors and county
executives are declaring vocational
education week in their respective
cities and counties. Many vocational schools across the state will
host open houses, have guest
speakers, and offer tours of the
school.
Student-produced work samples
and products will be on display. Exhibits are being placed at schools,
shopping malls, and other public
places.
"Kentucky vocational education
gives our young people a head start
on jobs." said Superintendent of

Public Instruction Alice McDonald
"It provides the job training and
the skills that we need to make our
labor force attractive to industry.
Working together with our schools,
vocational education programs of.
fer broader opportunities for our
citizens, and promise for Kentucky's economic prosperity."
Ann Bardwell, associate
superintendent for vocational
education, said vocational education is making adjustments to meet
the changing needs of industry and
the workforce."We are continually updating equipment and curriculum," she stated.
She said that in addition to offering traditional vocational programs such as nursing or welding,
vocational programs are often
geared to an employer's particular
needs

"For example," Bardwell said,
"if an employer needs people trained in robotics or special machinery
techniques, we work with the
employer to design a program to fit
this particular need."
Another integral part of the vocational curriculum is student
organizations that develop leader-

LOUISVT1-1.F., Ky.(AP)- The University of Louisville's National
Crime Prevention Institute has received a 8140,000 grant from the
U.S. Department of Justice to establish a program to help curb
violent juvenile crime.
The institute will help police and social service agencies across the
nation set up information networks on youths who habitually commit
violent crimes, said institute Director Tim CrOwe.
Currently, records on habitual jiivenile criminals under 18 are
spread out among police departments, school systems and socialservice agencies.
Crowe said the institute will set up a toll-free hotline for criminal
justice and social service agencies.
---CENTRAL CITY, Ky.(AP)- Attorney General David Armstrong
will be asked to decide if Muhlenberg County Clerk Malcolm West
can open a branch office at the city building in Central City.
West said he and Magistrate Bill Carver, who has led opposition to
the plan, have agreed to abide by the attorney general's opinion.
West had proposed the branch office for automobile license plates
and hunting and fishing licenses, saying it would be handier for
residents in the northern half of the county.
Magistrate Daniel Bowles said the plan bothered several Greenville businessmen who did not want fewer people corning to town.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (API - A Franklin Circuit Court judge has
dismissed a lawsuit to stop the Muhlenberg County school board from
buying property for its new high school in the northern section of the
county.
The suit was filed by Echolas Stovall of Greenville and his attorney,
Bill Quisenberry Jr., said he will advise him to appeal the ruling from
Judge Ray Corns.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - The state Cabinet for Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection says a hearing will be held
March 24-25 on Land Improvement Inc.'s request for a permit to
spread sewage sludge on Spencer County farmland.
Cabinet spokeswoman Lou Martin said 20 people showed up for
Tuesday's preliminary session before Waste Management Division
hearing officer Mark Gormley.
There was no testimony.
Land Improvement is made up of about a half-dozen Spencer County residents who want to use Jefferson County Metropolitan Sewer
District sludge on more than 5,000 acres.
Martin said the hearings will be held in Taylorsville.
LOUISVILLF, Ky.(AP)- A shootout outside a Jefferson County
factory wounded a Bullitt County resident, his former wife and her
new husband.
Police said that Boyd Gray, 40, of Lebanon, was waiting with a
shotgun Monday when Wanda Hensley, 38, and her husband, Donald
Hensley, 36, of ShepherdavWe, emerged.
Police said Gray shot Hensley in the buttocks and fired another
shot that hit his former wife in the right shoulder. Hensley and his
wife were in stable condition at Humana Hospital-University.
Hensley went to his van, grabbed a .22-caliber revolver and shot
Gray one time in the right side of his chest, said Lt. Bob Mathena,
commander of the county police lolent-crimes unit. Gray was listed
In critical condition at the hospital.
Police said the shooting followed a long-standing dispute between
Gray and his former wife.
They were divorced in 1986, following an 18-year marriage
- -4- LEXINGTON, Ky.(A?)- Police officer James Parks Jr., 40, has
been charged with three felony counts of -theft by deceptioh and
relieved of his duties, according to Capt. Phil Kitchen
Kitchen said Parts is accused of reporting overtime hours he didn't
work for cotirt appearances in January, February and March of last
year.
The alleged offenses involved more than $100 in overtime pay each
day. said Kitchen.
Parks Is a 13-year veteran of the force

Lev
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school students and adults.
In addition, most high schools offer general vocational education
courses. These prepare the student
for specific occupational programs,
provide related instruction, teach
work disipline and genetic work
skills, and also better prepare individuals who are college-bound.
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correct entries received
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PAINTSVIII-E, Ky.(AP)- Johnson Circuit Judge James Knight
has ruled in favor of the Big Sandy Regional Jail Authority by taking
responsibility away from Johnson County Jailer Thurman Tackett
and denying Lawrence County's right to withdraw from the
partnership.
Knight said action by Johnson, Lawrence, Martin and Magoffin
counties in setting up the authority took away the authority of Tackett
for operating the regional jail, to be located in Paintsville.
He also ruled Monday that Lawrence County cannot withdraw from
the authority without consent of the other three counties.
---LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Randy Haight, now on Death Row for
the 1985 murders of two Danville area residents, has pleaded guilty to
additional charges of attempted murder and auto theft.
Mercer Circuit Judge Stephen Shewmaker sentenced Haight, 36, to
10 years in prison for the attempted murder of state police trooper
Phil Yates on Aug. 22, 1985.
The judge also handed Haight a one-year sentence after he pleaded
guilty Thursday to auto theft for stealing a car on Aug. 23, 1985.
Haight was sentenced to death Sept. 18 for the murders of
businessman David Omer, 40, and dental assistant Patricia Vance,
33.
On Aug. 18, 1985, Haight escaped with two other inmates from jail
at Paintsville and was captured five days later in a Mercer County
cornfield after a massive manhunt.

there are 17 state vocational
technical schools, five health
centers, and 57 area vocational
education centers operated directly by the Office of Vocational
Education of the State Department
of Education. State schools serve
mainly post-high school students
while centers serve both high

reinforce the curriculum. More than 1.5 million
students are involved in student
organizations nationwide. Of this
number, approximately 50,000 are
members of Kentucky chapters.
In Kentucky, vocational education programs are operated
through 14 regions Altogether,

MONEY SAVING COUPONS
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Kentucky News In Brief
HOPKINSVILLE,Ky.(AP)- A coroner's jury Tuesday said a city
police officer was justified in shooting and)Wiing a man who was hitting him with a baseball bat.
Foreman Donald W. Bullen said the jury deliberated only 10
minutes before deciding Patrolman Kenneth Bryant was defending
his own life when he shot Austin Wallace Wills.
The case will be forwarded to the grand jury as a matter of routine
procedure, court officials said.
Wills, 25, was shot and killed after Bryant and officer Godfrey
Wiley responded to a call for assistance at Wills home on Jan. 6.
Family members said Wills had a history of mental problems.
Police said Wills struck Bryant with a baseball bat and was attempting to hit him again when Bryant shot him once in the chest with his
.38-caliber service revolver. The shooting occurred outside the house.
Bryant, 31, an eight-year veteran of the city police department, was
on leave because of injuries for several days after the shooting, but
resumed his duties Jan. 13.
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Cards meet Memphis

Hall of Fame
brings Csonka
back to present
By RUSTY BULLER
AP Sports Writer
COLUMBUS, Ohio — All seven
members voted into the 1981 class
of the Pro Football Hall of Fame
called their selection an honor
But Larry Csonlui also called it a
reprieve from the past tense
"For the last five years, it
seems that I've been talking about
what was," Csonka said. "Like all
* the 'was' fades. To sudold pron.,
denly be cast into the 'is' again —
to be inducted into the Hall of
Fame — is like living forever."
Csonka, the prototypical
fullback of the 1970s while with the
Miami Dolphins, was joined by
teammate Jim Langer, defensive
tackle Joe Greene, quarterback
Len Dawson, fullback John Henry
Johnson, wide receiver Don
Maynard and guard Gene
Upshaw.
Csonka and Langer were both
integral parts of the Dolphins'
undefeated season in 1972 that ended with a Super Bowl victory.
Caonka rushed for 8,081 yards
and 64 touchdowns during an
11-year career, spent with the
Dolphins the New York Giants
and for a year in the defunct World
Football League.
Langer was picked up on
waivers by the Dolphins early in
his career and went on to be named to the Pro Bowl six times.
Greene was the enforcer on the
defensive line that powered the
Pittsburgh Steelers to four Super
Bowl championships."Mean Joe"
was twice named the National
Football League's Defensive
Player of the Year and was chosen
for the Pro Bowl 10 times in a
13-year career.
Johnson, the recommended candidate of the Old-Timers Committee, rushed for 6,803 yards and 48
touchdowns during a 13-year
career with the San Francisco
49ers, Steelers and Houston Oilers.
He rushed for more than 1,000
yards in both 1962 and 1964 with
the Steelers. and was the leading
rusher with the 1957 NFL cham(Coat'd oa page 17)

Names have changed,
rivalry stays the same
By GIL LAWSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE Ky. — Dana Kirk
may be gone, but first-year Memphis State coach Larry Finch expects the fans in Louisville's
Freedom Hall tonight to greet the
.Tigers the same way they always
have — with loud boos.
Kirk, a former Louisville assistant who took over at Memphis,
was the man Louisville fans loved
to hate. But Finch, a player for the
Tigers in the early 19708 who
replaced Kirk before this season,
said there's no hard feelings

Dennison-111ot Sporting Goods donated the MK
tends team new warm-ups as they begin their
defense of the OVC championship. At the presenta-

tion are Eddie Hunt, Racers Tony Wretlund and
John Brunner, E. W. Dennison and Racer coach
Bennie Purcell.

Sutton denies players selfishness
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Reports
that his players are selfish on the
basketball floor are simply
"vicious rumors," says Kentucky
coach Eddie Sutton
"The players get along quite
well," Sutton said at his weekly
news luncheon niesday. "It's all
vicious rumors in my opinion I
don't think the players have a
selfish bone in their body."
In recent weeks,some fans have
accused players of not passing the
ball often enough to freshman
guard Rex Chapman out of
jealousy of the attention he has
been receiving from the media

and followers of the team.
"I will say that some of the
players are such competitors that
sometimes they try to take it on
their own and say, 'I've got to get
us out of this valley,' and try to do

too much," Sutton said
Sutton said a different style of
play from last season may make it

IMPORTANT
NEWS!
Republic Savings Bank can show you
how to save hundreds of tax dollars!
The 1986 Tax Reform Act eliminates the deduction of interest
for individuals on their tax returns, beginning January 2, 1987,
but allows individuals to deduct interest paid on certain
types of mortgage loans.
Republic Savings Bank has developed an Equity
Management Account (EMA) that permits you to continue
deducting interest that you pay on car loans, personal loans
and the like. Republic's EMA is a line of credit secured by
the equity in your residence.
The rate of interest for the entire first year is 8%. There
are NO CLOSING POINTS, NO ORIGINATION FEES, NO
PREPAYMENT PENALTIES and you only pay interest on the
outstanding balance.
Most individuals are restructuring their present loan arfor 1987 in order to retain this valurangewnts and planning_
or stop by Republic Savings Bank.
Call
deduction.
tax
able
We can assist you in your financial planning for 1987.
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appear that some players don't
handle the ball enough. Last year,
the Wildcats went almost exclusively to All-American center
Kenny Walker, now with the New
York Knicks of the NBA, or forward Winston Bennett, who is out
for the season with a knee injury.
This season, the ball goes inside
to a frontline player but is usually
fanned back to a perimeter
shooter in the passing-oriented offense, he said.
"I think they all want to win,"
Sutton said.
Sutton said that after viewing
the film of last Sunday's 80-69 victory over Navy, he wasn't pleased
with the pivot defense that allowed
David Robinson to score 45 points.
"I don't want to take anything
from Robinson because he had a
great indivdual performance,"
Sutton said, "but we helped-him a
bit by not denying him the ball and
the perimeter people didn't help
out as much as they could."
Kentucky's free-throw shooting
has shown a marked improvement
over the put three games as the
Wildcats have hit 36 of 45 attempts
((bard on page 17)

"People there love basketball,"
Finch said. "They're like people in
Memphis. We understand that and
I guess they understand that when
they come here."
The teams have been playing
each other since 1949 and have faced off as the dominant teams in the
Metro Conference, fueling the
rivalry even more.
During the regular season last
year, Memphis won the first game
73-71 at Memphis behind William
Bedford's 20 points. Louisville
took the next game 70-69 when Milt
Wagner hit two free throws with a
second left. In the Metro tournament final, Louisville beat the
Tigers 88-79.
Bedford, Wagner and several
other starters from both teams are
gone, but both teams are vying for

the conference lead.
They are tied for second place in
the conference with 3-1 records
and the winner will move up to a
tie with South Carolina for the
league lead.
Finch, an assistant under Kirk
since the 1879-80 season, has guided the Tigers to a 16-5 overall
record.
Finch attributes most of the success to aggressive defensive
pressure, since the Tigers' are
lacking in size. The starting
center,6-foot-7 Marvin Alexander,
is the shortest Memphis middle
man since 1969.
Last Saturday, the Tigers downed conference foe Virginia Tech
83-66 by forcing 24 turnovers and
outrebounding the Hokies 43-37.
"We are not going to stop,"
Finch said. "Against Louisville we
are going to play the same way we
have been playing. Our pressure
defense has been the key to our
success because we are not that
big."
Vincent Askew, a 6-6 forward,
leads the Tigers with almost 16
points a game. Guard Dwight
Boyd and freshman forward
Sylvester Gray are averaging just
over 12 points a game.
Louisville is 10-8 and has won its
last two games. But the Cardinals
are-averaging almost 20 turnovers
a game and Coach Denny Crum
still isn't pleased.
"We are getting better, but I
still think we're way behind where
we should be. The way it looks
right now is that we're a player or
two short of being where we need
to be or having what we need to
have," he said.
Forward Herbert Crook leads
Louisville with almost 16 points a
game and center Pervis Ellison is
scoring 15 a game.
The game starts at 9 p.m. EST
and will be televised by ESPN.

Tough act to follow

Tway seeks encore for 1986
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. — Bob
Tway, like other great golfers
before him, has played himself into a problem.
Last year, he had one of the
great seasons in recent history —

1st Annual West Tennessee Outdoor,
Sport, Boat, & Recreation Show
January 30, 31, February 1, 1987
Jackson Civic Center

Jackson, Tennessee
Adults - $3.00
Children (6-12) $2.00
Under 6 (Free)

Friday 4 p.m.-10 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

WAL-MART

four victories, the most on the
PGA Tour, including the historic
sand shot that won the PGA; and
$652,780 in official earnings and
more than $1 million overall.
So what does he do for an encore? What would consititute a
good season for the 1986 Player of
the Year?
"I really don't know," Tway
said before a practice round for
the $600,000 Pebble Beach National Pro-Am, the old tournament
that formerly was known as The
Crosby.
"I could win two tournaments
and $500,000," Tway said, "and
people are going to be saying,
'What's wrong with him?'I'm-just
going to try to not worry about it,
not think about it.
"I'm goint to concentrate on improving my game."

Sale Good Through Sunday, Feb. 1
HWY 641 North
Mon-Sat, 9-9; Sun 12-6
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(Coat'd from page 11)
pion Detroit Lions.
Dawson became the -third
former Kansas City Chiefs player
voted into the Hall, joining Bobby
Bell and Willie Lanier. Dawson
passed for 28,711 yards and 239
touchdowns during a 19-year
career with the Steelers,
Cleveland Browns, Dallas Texans
and Chiefs. He led the Texans to
the American Football League
championship in 1962, winning
league player of the year honors,
then went on to be named the most
valuable player in the 1970 Super
Bowl as the Chiefs upset the Minnesota Vikings 23-7.
"It's terrific, it's the top. It
doesn't get any better than making tha,. Hall of Fame," said
Dawson, who grew up in Alliance,
Ohio, near Canton, where the Hall

that her strongest opponents, with
the exception of 30-year-old Martina Navratilova, are the younger
players on the tour.
"Looking ahead to ails year, I
know it's going to be a tough
year," the Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
native said. "There's Hana
(Mandlikova, age 24),(17-year-old
Steffi) Graf, (21-year-old Helena)
Sukova
"I got by last year," Lloyd said
"'This year I have to be physically
stronger and mentally tough."
She said her injury, the first
serious one in her career, was a
blessing in disguise
"I feel that it came at a good
time," Lloyd said. "My head
wasn't into tennis anyway."
Besides her woes on the tennis
court, magnified by her injury,
Lloyd separated from her husband, British player John Lloyd.
"The injury and personal problems came at the same time,"
she said. "It (the injury) gave me
time to clear my head and be by
myself. It's going to be a positive
in the long run."
The injury, diagnosed as subpatellic chondromalacia, an irritation to the undergurface of the
kneecap, kept her out of seasonending Virginia Slims Championships in November and this
month's Australian Open.
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Hall of Fame.

Lloyd to trim schedule
after 1987 pro circuit
By BOB GKEINE
AP Tennis Writer
NEW YORK - After 1987, Chris
Evert Lloyd says she will sharply
reduce the number of tennis tournaments she will play.
"Before, whenever people
would ask me how long I would
continue to play, I always aid I'll
play another two years because I
really didn't know," the 32-yearold Lloyd said before leaving for
Japan for a series of exhibitions.
"Now,I would be very, very surprised if I play past this year. The
work is very hard now.
"It takes me longer to get
warmed up, longer to recover
from a tough match."
Lloyd said she will continue to
compete in the Grand Slam tournaments - Wimbledon and the
French, U.S. and Australian opens
- and other selected events, including the International Players
Championships.
In 1986, Lloyd was limited to 12
tournaments because of a knee injury. In 1988, she plans to play
even less.
"I think it's only going to help
me," Lloyd said. "My problem in
my tennis is getting burned out at
this stage. When I have bad losses,
a lot of the reason is because I
don't feel fresh."
Lloyd said age also is a factor not just the fart that she's R9 hut
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of Fame is located.
Upshaw, now the executive
director of the National Football
League Players Association, spent
15 years as a guard with the
Oakland Raiders. The 6-5,
256-pound Upshaw played in three
Super Bowls.
Along with Jim Parker, Upshaw
became one of only two guards
from the modern era to be inducted. Upshaw was the fourth
Raider - following George Blanda, Jim Otto and Willie Brown In the Hall.
Maynard joins his old New York
Jet battery-mate, Joe Namath, as
the only former Jet players in the
Hall of Fame. Maynard spent 15
seasons with the New York Giants,
New York Titans, the Jets and the
St. Louis Cardinals, catching 663
passes for 11,834 yards and 88
touchdowns.

Sutton. • •
(Cont'd from page 16)
for 76.1 percent. For the season
they have made only 184 of 302 for
60.9 percent.
"We're not doing anything different from what we did early in
the season," Sutton said. "The
guys have gained confidence and
we're shooting the ball better.
From that range, we should be
shooting the ball better than that."
Kentucky returns to
Southeastern Conference play on
Thursday when it travels to Ole
Miss, The Wildcats are 11-5
overall and 4-4 in the SEC while

Tennis star Chris Evert Lloyd said that she is going to make a drastic
cut in her playing schedule after 1987.

Ole Miss is 9-7 and 2-5. ,
Sutton Raid etianman. who leads
the Wildcats with 15.4 points a
game, has been out of school for
two days with a bout of the flu.
Chapman played Sunday with a
temperature of 102 and scored 72
points.
"We've kept him away from the
other players," said Sutton. "He's
lucky he has a grandmother living
here in Lexington that can help
take care of him. We don't know
yet if he'll be ready to play
Thursday."

SCOREBOARD
For health
insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
see me.
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Like a good
neighbor,
State Farm Is there
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cial building occupied by Southeastern
5p.m. Have references.
tion for experienced
S3
54
CI
KER Company ofMINISTRIES
Book
Company.
The
public
is
invited
to
exmechanics in Inter52 11
opporlimited
fering
a
10. Business Opportunity
national Harvester
amine the Statement of Proposed Activity
55
57
115 S. 4th St.
combines, tractors, tunity for home party FOR- safe: Wolff tanand submit comments either in writing or
56III
planters, and equip- plan sales. Call Cindy for ning system. like new.
at the,public hearing.
ment. These positions a "no obligation" inter- Call 753-0276 or 762-2785.
150MMENTS ON 4PPLICATION
offer excellent starting view today, Rickshaw
EARNING
A copy of the CDGB application will be
wages with benefits Imports, Director, Too BUSY
TO DO ANY
LIVING
A
8124214641.
which
include company
on file in the City Clerk's office for citizen
Bran bed, regular paid life,
LIVING? invest in
medical, and
NOTICE OF
review and comment during business hours
vending business and
dental
insurance.
Send
size; twin size bed;
APPREINT1CF-SHIP
from February 5, 1987 thru February 12,
work smart instead of
resume to: Box 10897,
OPPORTUNITY
hard. $50-1200 per hour
2-10
speed c/o Messenger.
1987. Comments on the proposed applicaThe Joint Apprenon investment,
return
Inquirer,
Owensboro,
tion may be submitted to the attention of
bicycles (JCPen- Ky. 42301.
ticeship and Training
with lots of time off to
the Mayor until 5:00 p.m., Thursday,
your extra inney); wooden rock- DEAL -0B needed now! Coming,for the Bic. enjoy No
February 12, 1987.
franchise or
come.
Weal industry will acFor
the
hot
new,
flat
horse for small plate satellite antenna! cept applications for op- other fees. Investment
by equipment.
chid; rocking chair; No competition, big prentiosehip beginning secured
Call 1-800-223-5674 for
profits. Other high proFebruary 9, 1987,
Won baby bed, size fit products include 59" through February 20, free brochure.
seeks in3 little girl dresses. big screen TV's! Our 1987from 8:00 a.m. to INVESTOR
vestment. Private party
dealers should earn big
4:00 p.m. Monday
seeks hands on and/or
11$11.11 per rrxxith with
Call between
through Friday at the
equity position with prothese ground floor opUnion
Hall.
I.B.E.W.
4 p.m.-8 p.m.
posed, new or existing
portunities that are
Clerks
River
4515
business. Write W.C. Bugoing fast. Call now
- 753-6298
Rood. Paducah, Kenster Kern, P.O. Box 592,
(1108) 501-0158.
tucky. These applicaMurray, Ky. 42071.
DEMONSTRATORS:
tions may be kept acCountry decorating
MOSTLY BASKETS.
home shows. No plastic.
tive for two years for
Get your new year off to
No delivering. (503)-447a great start selling
hairline salectbn. A/ap5492 or write Home
wicker baskets, wall
plications must be oomBoutique, 3208 Rome
decor and furniture on
pieted by March 20,
o •
Rd. Louisville, Ky.
home party plan.
0•
WANT ID HEAR. A "°
SORE
IF NO TWO
1987 to be considered
0
o °
Ma.
Limited number of
6C00 QUF-ST1Ohl
SNOWFLAKE& ARS
for this year's class.
o00
0
rDIANCIAL sales. The
positions available. For
EVER.
AL1VS.,
9
,
114V
Al
applicants
must
ful•
•
•
Equitable Financial
information call Pat
a
DO THEY C141.34 COME
ly meet the following
Services Is expanding
Goss, 1-800-521-1228.
IN
ONE
FLAVOR?
4
0a
a
minimum
qualificetkets
0
*
M-F.
its operations in the
0• 0
4
ir4S,
01
to qualify for an
V
t.
%No
(kif
Western Kentucky
0 ith
•
°
0 0
Interview:
00
area. We have Im14. Want to Buy
CT. 0
o
0
0
•
mediate openings in
1. AGE-Must be at
41
7
.
0 o
-.re
rORD Ranger or Chev.
financial sales in
least 18 years of age.
S-10, V-6, automatic,
0
Murray, and a new
2. EDUCATION-High
power, 83-85 clean. Call
training class will be
School graduate with
7554784.
a
starting soon. This
one year's passing
PAYING 1100 each - old
0
0
o
position offers a train0
grades In Algebra.
Kentucky porcelain
oe tel u•soe Fairs Illralcook
ing allowance, excellent
^
TrenscrIpt required
license plates. Series B,
fringe benefits, limited
L, M, 0 no date, also
directly for high school.
travel and management
1914. Buying motorHERE I AM FALLING ASLEEP
3. APTITUDE TESTTHIS IS IT. rvE REACHED THE
opportunities. After our
THERE'S NO PLACE TO Cs0
cycles plates 1914-1950
FACE POWN IN A BOWL OF FOOP PINNACLE OF LAZINESS AND
57211-77 taken at any
training allowance, we
AFTER YOU'VE REACHED
only. 1406-525-0713.
GLUTTONY...110W PEPREsSIP4Cr
THE TOP
offer and expense acstate employment of•
WANTED to buy: darkcount. For an interview,
fice. You must score a
fired tobacco base. Call
•
send resume to Nat
HIGH on the test.
492-8566 after 5p.m
0
Dortc.h, CLU, P.O. Box
0
•
4.
PHYSICAL
WANT to buy raw furs.
1176, Paducah, Ken•
•
CONDITION -All
Stanley Owen Mctucky 42002-1176. Equal
•
selected
apparitions
will
Clellan, Pulaski, Ill.
opportunity employer.
be required to take a
Phone 618-342-6816.
111/5'.
physical exankietlon. A
15. Articles for Sale
drug-ecraen test may
also be requked as pert
2 SOFAS, one with
of this physical exam.
matching chair. Also,
dune buggy. Call 474Each applicants who
1.1M Ch!ore /.2.6.
2765.
meets all basic rewill pay $500 for information leading to the
CHAIRS - folding and
quirements will be Interarrest and conviction of thief or theives that
stack chairs for sale.
viewed by the CommitSeveral styles. James
Mai pri.
tee. The interviewers
stripped a 1985 Cadillac El Dorado of front
H. Cain, Box 917,
will
consider:
reliability,
bumpers, radio/cassette and other items on
Murray, Ky. 42071.
interest
attitude,
(502) 759-1602.
Hatcher Auto Sales lot 515 South 12th on
judg•m•nt,
Hearth
cooperativeness, as
Friday night Jan. 23.
with fan In excellent
well as other personal
condition. 753-6555 betreks
fore 4P.M., 489-2586
Al applicants will be
after 4.P.M.
received
without •IPOR Stanley Home
Products call Debbie
regards to race, color,
Carter at 751-0913.
religion, nedonal
FOR sale: Ladles 1
or 1141.1L
By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDI
Karat diamond cluster.
Each applicant must
Mounted on yellow gold
meet all basic rewide band
Call
quirements to be slighle
753.7778.
for an Interview. ApWHIRLPOOL repren tIces will be
frigerator. only $8 per
selected in order of their
week
Rudolph
ranking resulting from
Goodyear-Whirlpool
..telos.laJoAccenssa.- 7511-0616.
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FOR SALE

BUY•Ifil
RENT-TAW

ar.

4.
1
4..
r4v. ..a..„
.. -_ra.c .. .a.._,. .,.za...
All!ikrir;s

Will
Babysit
in my
home.
Call
437-4897

Two Women
Will Clean
Houses or
Offices.
Call
759-1674
after 10 a.m.

$500 REWARD

Hatcher Auto Sales
753-4961

NEED INSURANCE?
....Get The Best....
*$1,000,000 Major Medical
-For Individuals
*Preferred Rates on Medicare
Supplement
*Excellent Cancer Plan
*Personalized Life Insurance
(Term-Business Ins.-Universal LifeIRA-Annuities - We Have It All)
*Group Insurance :Our Specialty
.
*Temporary Major Medical

Call Bannon & Associates
759-7273
305

N. 4th Murray
•

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY IR, NV

CLASSIFIEDS
16. Hiss FurnisMngs
1 QUEEN sleeper sots,
2 twin sleeper sofa Call
753-211116.
8E15-and Chest -of drawers Reasonably
priced. Call 753-3781
after 5P.M.
love
VCR stand, $75 each.
)47-4170.
STtOWIf rocker recliner, Only 4 months old.
Call 753-8886.
DRASTIC savings store
wide. Save on all dining
room suites, bedding.,
and all furniture in
stock. We appreciate
your business
Carraway Furniture,
106 N. artli 766-1502.
DUNCAN Phyfe Mahogany double
pedestal dining table
with one leaf, buffet and
Hepplewhite style,
shells back upholstered
chairs. About 25 years
old. Nice heavy suite.
2474170.
PniR sale • couch and
matching love seat,
$150. 753-7187 after
4P.M.
MOVING sale. Portable
Hoover washer k dryer,
furniture, misc. Call
after 6P.M. 759-4948.
QUEEN size sleeper
sofa, Early American,
good condition. 3 occasslonal chairs. Can be
seen after 4P.M. 7532271.
WRIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer, only $6 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0606.

ssrar-7---Isat,

22. Musical
t'IAIRO, Baby Grand.
Refinished, Mahogany
cabinet. New strings,
hammer, frame, keys,
etc. $8500. Daytime
758-4646, Evenings 7591066.

WANTED- Responsi-

ble party to assume
monthly payments on
like new spinetconsole piano - can be
seen locally - please
include phone number
& write to CREDIT
MANAGER, BOX
1006, Centralia, I.
82801.

24

Miscellaneous

1000 SIVISITDS. Sunal
Wolff. Save 60%. Call for
free color catalogue &
wholesale pricing. Excellent money maker or
gift. M/C or Visa
accepted. Call 1-800-228=2.
18 INCH snow blower
for Massey Ferguson
lawn tractor, $125. 7530801.
1 3 / 4% LOANS.
•Avalable for
homeowners. *Refinance or use equity up to
KM. *Consolidate debt,
home improvement.
Central Ky. Financial
801-223-2039.
87 Flair., buying 17
Commons. 486-2176.
INAITTIITUL, solid oak
wood products for sale.
Bird feeders, feeding
stations, planters and
silit flower groups, serving trays, pencil
boxes, and more. Will
take custom orders for
wood items. Call Jerry
at 759-4808 or 759-9661.
eX/2138 East Poplar.
tANDY machines.
$3800 cash buys you 4
full sized (14 ealections)
machines and locations.
Earn $3054603 weekly.
1400-3344880.
Sachs-Dolmar. Lowest
prices of the year. Also,
Mb off on all law chain.
Stokes Tractor, IndustMal Rd. 7164319.
CROCHET collars.
Great new styles and
colors to wear with
sweatshirts. Traditional
and beaded styles also.
4.15-42se.
!fl.'!!pick-ttp and dellvery of mowers that
need repairs. Stokes
Tractor, Industrial Rd.
7584319.
RX17 -TAWIT
j"
-IPTOW
arrow signs $299!
Lighted, non-arrow
$278! Unlighted $234!
Free box letter'
Warranty. See locally.
Limited. Limited time
only. Price war! Call
factory: 1(800)423-0163.

24. M I sc•I I a ne•us

26

INCREDIBLE information!!! Earn up to
$1100 per week & drive a
new Mercedes without
cost, Call: 615/292-6100
Ext. M100.
INCREDIBLE information. Jeeps *Cars
*4x4's seized in drug
raids for under $100?
Call for facts today!
(615) 2694701 Ext. 266.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acres Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.

MAGNAVOX console
color TV, only $7 per
week
Rudolph
Goodyear. Whirlpool,
7534696

MASTERCARD! Visa!
No credit check. Also,
new credit card. No one
refused! For info. call
(refundable) 1315733
6062 Ext. M-369.
MOVIE camera/ VCR
combined. Zenith
VM7000, MOO. 753-9575.
NEW 4 and- 5 year
batteries, $22 and $26 a
piece. Located at
Darren's Vinyl Top.
3/4 of a mile on East
94. Phone 759-1964
Nights 753-71311.
OAK and hickory
firewood $27.50 rick,
delivered. Call 436-2778.
OAK firewood, $25 a
rick, delivered &
stacked. Call 759-4905.
O AK & hickory
firewood for sale. Call
436-2.587.
O AK & hickory
firewood, $20 a rick, you
haul. Call 437-4629.
CRYTES Used Office
Furniture, 1016 Jeffer
son St., Paducah, KY
442-4302. Desks, chairs,
files and much moreExcellent quality & low
prices.
bIan's Metal Buildings.
"Pole buildings" AnderSon overhead doors.
Truss Mfg. & Acc.
1-606-439-4866.
'ROLE builders, contractors. Build with
D-Alb metal roofing and
siding from Davis Metal
Sales. Information/
free brochure, Danville,
Ky. 1-800-44-0135, 1-000222-7003.
Rit$LE buildings 26'x45'x9' cave, one
10'xIl' end slider, one
walk door, painted steel
roof and sides, -completely erected, tax
included, $4,977. Other
sizes available. Blitz
Builders, Inc. 1-800-4284009 Ky, 1-600-792-3498
In.
RUBBER bed-mats for
all makes of pick-up's.
Also, tool boxes for
compact pick-up's.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
SIGNS from $195.
Lighting optional.
Flashing arrow signs
from $265! Letters included, six or eight foot
models. Reliable signs.
Call 1-800-521-5314.
STEEL buildings.
40x75x12 33.14 sq. ft.
50x100x16 32.87 sq. ft.
60x100x16 ..$2.69 sq. ft.
70x100x14 ..$2.50 sq. ft.
100x100x14 .32.39 sq. ft.
Allied Steel 1-8004354141.
WANTED: Men,
women, boys and girls,
of all ages, to attend
Bible classes at the
Lake-Land Apostolic
Church, 402 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Sundays at 10a.m. and
6p.m. If you need a ride
call 759-1602.
WEST Kentucky had
wood Kilm. For your
hardwood needs, phone
395-9900.
WHIRLPOOLmicrowave oven, only
14 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0595.
25

Business Services

r

TRA
MUTUAL
FUNDS call Joyce Noel,
Investment Representative with
Twomey Securities,
Inc. for Free consultation. Member: NASD
SIPC 480-3440
JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Reasonable rates.
For appointment call
480-2440.
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Call for an
appointment. Phone
436-2524 or 436-6496 after
5P.M.
2 6 . TV -Radio
5 INCH RCA color
console T V good condition, $75 Leave
message 759-1383

Cold-Bad Weather
Can't Exercise Outside
1 Great therapeutic value especially for those
who must limit their physical exercise (great
for heart patients-arthritls)
2. Takes away tension
3. Makes cellulite disappear
4. Firms up body especially abdomen, hips,
thighs. underarms.
5. Also bee Inches offortlessly
Wolff Suntan Bad
Ask About Our Vaientine Special
.
•

, Dixieland Center

753-7737

TV -Radio

Mtierray Ledger & Times

34. Houses lot Rent

4 YEAR old, 8 bedroom.
2 bath, log house
Located 8 miles
Southwest of Murray
Close to schools. $360
per month plus deposit
27. Mobile Homes kw Sale
Available Feb 1st. Call
lOxSO GOOD restorable 7534865 after 6P.M.
or storage, 1700 Can I-POINTS, 2 bedroom
482-8714.
furnished to your needs.
12x60 MOBILE home, 6-months or 1-year lease
furnished. Set-up in Fox or rent monthly. Rates
Meadows. Call 759-1936 adjusted. Call 753-3134.
after 5P.M.
1972 MOBILE home, I
bedroom, 1 bath. 12x64, 37. Livestock-Supplies
washer,dryer hook-up, ITIIMENTAL
gas furnace k range, 2 Simbrah bulls. Perwindow air cond,. re- formance k semen
trig., $3,200. Must sell. tested. Excellent qual247-8368 after 5P.M.
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz
1977 12)(65 COVER. Ky. 522-8794.
NKR. 3 bedroom, cen38 Pets-Supplies
tral heat. Call 492-8841.
1979,14x60, 2 BEDMALE Beagles,
ROOM mobile home. 1/2 years old. 1974 80
Call between 6 k 9P.M
Yamaha trail bike
750-4146.
'
7504742.
82 TIDWELL, gas heat, AKC - white male
located at 8-6 Fox Pekinese. 9 weeks old,
Meadows Trailer Court. $225. Call 1-354-8872.
Must see to appreciate. LABRADOR Retriever
753-3310 after 4P.M
pups, black or chocolate Good dogs at a
good price. 474-8050.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2
R, furnished or 43. Real Estate
unfurnished, some new
ROPPERUt Realty
furniture, natural gas- offers
a complete range
electric, air conof Real Estate services
ditioned. Shady Oaks with
a
wide selection of
753-5209.
quality homes in the
DOUBLE-wide - near city & in the county. All
Ky. Lake at Hamlin, price ranges. Phone
Ky. Furnished - Deposit 758-1222 for courteous,
required. 763-8964.
competent Real Estate
2 bedroom trailer service. We make buyin city limits. No pets. ing & selling Real
Call 480-2611.
Estate easy for you
30. Business Rentals

8 ROOM office complex,
Southside Shopping
Center. 753-661.2 or 7534609.
32. Apts for Rent

2 Bd., Fumished
Upstairs Apartment. $175 per
month.
Call
753-8809.
1 BEDROOM, unfurnished and 2 bed•
room furnished. Lease
and deposit. No pets.
7534208 after 4P.M.
1 BEDROOM furnished
apt. for rent. Available
Feb. 1st. Leas than 1/2
block from MSL1 campus. $150 per month,
water paid. Call 759-9667
after 4P.M.
1 BEDROOM unfurnished apartment,
$135. 1 bedroom furnished apartment, $145.
Partial utilities furnished. No pets.
758-3949.
1 ROOM upstairs furnished apartment. Outside entrance, water
furnished $185 per
month. Call after 4P.M.
7584429.
BEDROOM duplex in
quiet neighborhood.
$250 a month. Call
753-8096.
2 BEDROOM apartments for rent at Embassy Apartments. Call
753-3530.
I ROOMS, bath, stove
and refrigerator furnished. Clean, $125 a
month. 507-B Poplar.
Call collect 527-7397.
4 BEDROOM apartment of girls. Near
campus, utilities fur,
niahed. 759-1345 or 7531837.
FURNISHED, one
room effeciency apartment, $96 per month.
Water furnished. Will
be available Feb. 1st.
Call 753-5980.
IrtUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
750-4984.
RIM 2 bedroom duplex.
Appliances, central
H/A. Northwood Sub.
$325 plus deposit. No
pets. Call 753-1953 or
489-2864.
NEW 2 bedroom
ex
in Westwood, with large
wood deck. $325 month.
Lease, deposit. 758-0814
or 753-7259.
NICELY furnished, 1 Or
2 bedroom apartment
Located near campus
Call 753-0806 at night,
753-6111 days.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 8
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing
Opportunity.
TOP-qualify 2 bedroom duplex. Quiet
residential area. Brick,
concrete driveway,
central-H/A with appliances. Grounds-kept.
Call 753•6291 at
4:30P.M.

34. Houses for Rent
I BEDROOM -house
newly redecorated near
campus appliances
Call 7534662.
BEDROOM house in
Lynn Grove $200 per
month, $150 deposit.
Call e36-4360 or 431-4647. •
I EIEDIW011i bowie, lei
N 12th St Contact
Larry Hurt at 753-8370
between & 7P.M.
I BEDROOM, brick
home, with carport on
North 4th St Available
Feb. 1st. Rent $325 plus
=
Intii Call 7564612 or
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Sales Associates
home phone.:
Prentice Dunn 713-5725
Vicki Todd 753•3936
Max Dodd 753-3204
Theresa Knight 753•772$
Joe Kamm 431-6176
Bobby Ethridge 4111-3633
Anna Require',
Broker 753-3477
46. Homes for Sale
BEDR0011, 1 bath.
FHA approved, carport,
brick. 2 miles out,East
Y sub. Priced in 30's.
Phone 753-0822.
8 BR brick house, real
nice family room &
carport. Located in
Lynnwood Estates.
FteduG
c,e753-13fc:d
806
room. 1 1/2 bath, large
LR. newly redecorated,
.
central air,
stove, D.W., disp., new
roof, lots of closet
space, garden spot,
outside storage bldg.,
quiet neighborhood, lots
of trees, vacant and
available now. Appraised at $51,000, only
$45,000. 758-7820.
BEAUTIFUL
3-4 BR HOME

Din. R, Fam. R, Full
Bas., Vinyl Sid.,
Ceiling Fans, Deck,
Fully Carpeted,
Fence in BY, Gas
Heat, Nice Neig.
Great Investment.
'36,900.
By
Owner.
753-6098 after 6

46

Homes fer Sale

FHA approved, 8 bedroom house must sell
right away Just repainted, TVA approved
Installation New roof,
pa heat, nice yard 1628
Farmer Ave. Call 7539449. Price 129,600
Atha & 40 acres for
sale. Located between
Murray & Mayfield in
quiet area, $30,000. Additional 40 acres
available for $10,000.
Phone 753- 1 222
Kopperud Realty.
HOME
r
e: Large
living room, large den, 4
bedrooms, 2 baths.
Brick, carpet, central
heat and air. Nice home
In good location. Mid
sixties. Phone 753-2587
after 8P.M.

49. Used Cars

53

1981 GRAN Prix. Low
miles, excellent condition. Call 753-6183 after
6P.M.
1981 MERCURY
Zephyr. 4 door, 4 Cly ,
65,xxx miles. auto
trans ., air. AM/FM
cassette. Phone 901.247.
63)0.
1982 CHEVROLET
Cavalier. Low mileage,
good condition. Call
753-6352, 753-6543, or
750-1842.
1985 -NISSAN Sentra
SE. 9600 miles. excellent condition, $5900.
Call 758-9677.

APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool 25 years
experience. Parts and
r,
Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance
vice, 202 S. 5th St
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
APPLIANCE repair.
washers- dryersrefrigerators- rangesair cond. George Hodge
& Son, 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 75346439.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dish washers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 364-6956 or 75$5641.

Ni-oci An

Extra
For

Car
A

F
Days.
'
REW listing in
Gatesborough Subdivision. 3 BR, 2 1/2 bath
A
home. Beautifully deTaylor
corated. Owner being
transferred. Offered in
the 70's. Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
502 753 26 1 7
RICE briar house by
owner, 314 N. 6th St.
50. Used Trucks
Call 247-4386.
1977 DODGE 100 short
sheet base, in good
Used Cars
49
shape, 4-wheel pull,
1969 VW Rebuilt en- $1750. 1979 Chrysler
gine, new transmission, LeBaron clean , 2 door,
6 cly. engine, fully
good body. Call 489-2763.
1972 CORVETTE. 4- loaded, $1850. 435-4291
speed, T-tops. 89,000 or 753-0467.
miles. Reduced to MOO. 1982 CHEVY 4x4 pickup, good mechanical
Call 769-9898.
1973 FORD S-wagon condition. Extra nice,
fully loaded, 1 owner $6750. Call 758-6865 after
$1000. Phone 753-4109 or 6P.M.
'77 FORD- Ilan, $600.
762-6660.
Good condition. 753-4839
1973 GOLD Duster.
door, good condition, after 2P.M.
slant 6 engine. Call
53. Services Offered
753-5620.
1974 FORD station wa- 2 MEN want to do yard
gon. running condition, work. Tree trimming,
r/00. Phone 436-2183.
removal of unwanted
1978 CFIEVY Caprice trees & shrubbery,
Classic, 4-door, PS, hauling & wood for sale.
A/C, PB. Nice car. No job to big or small
$1600 or best offer. Call Free estimates. Re901-247-5830.
ferences, experience.
Call 753
:0680- or
19781bPLYMOUTR 7504683.
Volare station wagon.
Irrigation-Residential
White, 4-door, with
luggage rack, V-8 318
CAMPBELL WELL
cu. in., air cond., PS,
DRILLING
PB, interrnitten wipers,
McKenzie, Tn
vinyl interior. Original
Call Collect
owner, 75,000 miles.
901-352-3671 or
$1000 firm. 759-9608
901-352-5704
Free Estkristats
after 5P.M.
1978 T-BIRD. New tires,
power & air, AM/FM CONTRACTOR- carstereo, extra clean ins- pentry, painting. Big or
ide and out, $895. Call small we do it all.
489-2733.
Quality work done for
1979 CHEVROLET less. Free estimates.
Caprice Classic. 9 42663passenger station wa- CONVERT your old
gon. Perfect running film to the convenience
condition. Good body. of video tape. Quick
$2875 or best offer. Call service, reasonable
753-1890.
rates. Call 492-8258 or
1979 OLDS Regency. 901-642-7526.
1988 200 Yamaha, 3- ri&G Builders. Exwheeler. 1985 280 Suzuki perienced builders of
Quad Sport 4-wheeler. houses, garages &
All in good condition. storage buildings. Call
753-0659.
474-8300.
1981 CFIEVY Citation. DRIVEWAYS- white
2-door hatchback, 4 cyl., rocked or graveled. Also,
auto., PS, PB, air. top soil. Call 753-1537.
71,000 miles. Nice.
$1960. Phone 758-8124.
1981 CUTLASS
Supreme. Nice car,
good condition, diesel,
white, 2 door. $1500 or
best offer. 753-3976.

Dwain
Chevrolet, Inc.

Services Offered

Wulff & Sons
Kitchen Cabinet
Recovery

r
V1,1,

Ff

•!,.•

LET our service shop
repair your lawn and
garden equipment now.
To get ready for spring
thru Jan. we are offering free pick-up and
delivery, free blade
sharpening with complete tune-up. Hazel
Lawn and Garden, 311
Main St.j_Hazel, Ky.
L/CENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
IfOBILE HOM
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, hurricane
straps. 759-4860.
NEtD resumes, Mersa
cards, newsletters, or
brochures? Come by
Murray Data Graphics on
Main St., Downtown
Murray, next to
Bookmark or call
753-2208.

53

Services Offered

53

NOTICE- formerly
Joiner Tree Service now
Colley's Tree Service,
14 years experience.
Topping, pruning or
stump removal. Complete tree care. Owner:
Elroy Colley- 753-0366
for free estimate

Limousine
Rental with
Chauffeur
Weddings and
Special
Occasions

Purdom
Motors,Inc.
753-5315
FENCE sales at Bears
now. Call Sears 7511-2810
for free estimate for
your needs.
OENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing k
painting, indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No Ibb
to small. 474-8057.
TITYPTIERIRC by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
RAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinkspanels, custom made
vanities. Free Est. 7539400.
ROSFORD S Boaf
Storage, 94 East 4
miles. You lock, you
store. Bays 12x28.
Phone 758-3143.
17P your car is in need of
body repair or painting
and everyone seem to
high come to Mark
Free's Body Shop, 404
N. 4th St. el next to Fton's
Muffler. After 4P.M.
753-3046.
TRIOTTIT5 7
1 -Elvn
o1
In
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills, Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning:For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.

A-1 Fireplace and
Gas Repair, Chimney
Cleaning, Masonary
Work, Damper, Hood
and Firebox Repair.

753-0953

Services Offered

SKILLED
WALLPAPER
WALLPAPIII
IIIMOVAL

JIM DAY
PAINTING
7534716
•1111911 istusaTIS•
DDD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868 evenings.
PAINTING= Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free estimates, References. 26
years experience,
Tremon Farris 7564987
SANDBLASTING and
painting • horsetrallers,
boat trailers, etc. Phone
758-9511.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
WET BASEMENT! We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WE do all types of
electric motor repair.
Also, we have a large
stock of electric motors.
We have used electric
heaters for sale. Beat
our price and we'll buy
your lunch. Dill Electric. 759-1577, days.
753-1561, nights. Day or
night service.

OERmrs

DOOR
& FLOOR
REPAIRS

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
ID WOOD CABINETS &
RAISED PANEL DOORS •
Bich • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
FURNITURE REFINISHING
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
Display
•
COMPETITIVE MRCSS Dray By & See Ov.

EXPERIENCE

•

753-9440

• 409

Sunbury Circle

753-5940•

1982 Chevette
1 owner, power &
air, automatic,
excellent condi$1,495.
tion.
48047U.

3 bedroom 2 bath newly built home. Located east
of Murray. Price in the 30's. Owner will sell thru
leMHA or FHA loan.

Can MTG Better Homes
& Gardens 753-4000

SPEEDWAY AUTO SALES
The Newest and Bost Little
Car Lot In Town.
Corner of 4th & Poplar
.
411 111
.
111111
.
Donny Winchester &
Tommy Mohon Owners
739-1026

Just What You Always Wanted

Have Them _Pictured
In a Heart
On Valentine's Day!
Mall or bring in $7.00, the individuals
picture, names or loveline
along with a self addressed stamped envelope
for the return of the original photo
How excited your loved ones will be when they
see their picture in the paper on Valentine's Day!
Limit 1 person per heart!
Deadline for receipt of photos is Feb. 12

Milerray Ledger
& Times
3 bedroom,2 bath, on approx. 8 acres.
14 car garage, large outbuilding. 2
gardens,.many fruit trees. Only 3 mi.
west of Murray. Other Matures inelude: great room concept, pella windows, hardwood floors, full insulation.

$49,500

Call 753-0594

Classified Advertising
Department
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
Ph. 753-1916
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PADD requests proposal
The Purchase Area Development
District has issued a Request for
Proposal for FY '88 Title M-B & C
programs under the Older
Americans Act of 1965, as amended and the Kentucky Homec,are
Program.
The PADD subcontracts with
local agents for the provision of
social services and nutrition services for persons 60 years of age
and older that reside in the Purchase Area.
Services that will be funded
through Title III-B funds are
tnuisportation/escort, outreach, information and referral, vng and
telephone reassurance, counseling,
legal and health related services as
defined by Title III regulations.
Services that will be funded
through Title 111-C funds are congregate and home delivered meals
that meet at least one-third of the
current daily recommended
dietary allowance and other

criteria as established in Title III
regulations.
Services that will be funded
through Homecare are client
assessment, case management,
homemaker
management,
homemaker personal care, home
delivered meals, escort, chore,
home repair and respite.
Agencies interested in submitting an application may obtain an
application packet by contacting
the Purchase Area Development
District at P.O. Box 588, Mayfield,
Kentucky, 42066, A'N'N: Aging
Planner or call A7-7171, 753-8325, or
554-209'7
Applications are to be received
no later than noon CST, Friday,
Februray 27, 1987 at the PADD office Highway 45N, Mayfield, KY.
Additional information regarding
the application process may be obtained by contacting the PADD
office.

Heart Assciaidon honors memories
The American Heart Association helps Calloway Countians
honor the memory of family,
friends, neighbors or business
associates through its life-giving
memorial program.
"Think of bypass surgery,
pacemakers. CPR courses and
blood pressure screenings and
you're talking about advances
made possible in part by the
American Heart Association,"
said Doris Rowland, chairman of
the AHA's memorial program in
Calloway County.
"A memorial contribution is an
appropriate tribute to the deceased. Through memorial contributions, the life that has just passed

will continue to live through the
American Heart Association,"
claimed Rowland.
For every memorial contribution to the AHA, Rowland sends a
memorial program sympathy
card an behalf of the donor to the
bereaved. The amount of the contribution is not disclosed to the
recipient of the card. "Th contribution can be from one individual or frOftl many, such as a
family or group of employees,"
Rowland sad.
For more information on the
American Heart Association
memorial program, call Rowland
at 753-3281.

Dwain Tay or C evro et, Inc.
OtA QUALITY
STAIVICE PANTS

GM

Maas. 4001.1101. 0111Men.110
t

641 South
Murray
753-2617

PURCHAIM
ARIA

Chevrolet Rebate
$11000 Rebate
oo 1987
4 cyl. Celebrities, Cavaliers and Cameros

$500 Rebate
on 1987
Chevrolet Novas

And

3.9

A.P.R.
Financing

On New 1987

S-10 Pickups & S-10 Blazers

Nowt

OR
$500 Rebate On S-10 Pickups or
$600 Rebate On S-10 Blazers

GM Feeling With Genuine GFart,

1983
GMC

Dine-In or Pick-up 1Ipm-close

P.S.. P.... Auto
Air, Rodlo

*4,800"

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Delivery 5 pm-close
753-2617
S. 12th St
Murray

*Offer good Fri. Sat. & Sun.
(Jan. 30-31, Feb. 1) While supplies last
804 Chestnut

ALL SEASONS LAWN & LEISURE

Ar MOVING SALE
We'll be moving to Chestnut Street to combine our inventories with the
Murra Home & Auto Store and to serve you better.

All Lawn & Garden
Merchandise

111
1
11 -..'

10-25% Off
All Buffalo
Tools

25-50% Off
All Hobby &
Toy Inventory

25% Off

Choose From Brand Names Like:
*Echo
•Stihl
*Snapper
*Roper
*John Deere
*Lawn Boy
•Troy-bilt
*And More

Sale Good Through Jan. 31

ALL SEASONS LAWN & LEISURE
205 North Fourth

Murray

753-4110

•

• •
,

;

Pastel striped camp shirt complements
Jacket. skirt or pull-on pants. All of
polyester/cotton, for misses'Aizes.

EVERY DAY

SMART VALUE

Edgeworth' oxford weave sportcoat
of polyester, with flap patch pockets.
Edgeworth oxford weave polyester slacks.
Smart Value 18.99 every day
Towncratt" polyestercotton broadcloth shirt
Smart Value 12.99 every day

V,1..

SPECIAL BUY 10.99
Towncraft long sleeve polyestercotton shirt.
Austin Manor" polyester silk ties. 10.99 every day

SPECIAL BUY

Carry it off in a handbag from our
terrific selection of vinyl organizers.
choose crewel print styles.

Orig $8 to $15 ea. A fabulously priced assortment of
Princess Gardner' leather and vinyl women s belts

Easygoing, snap-front polyester'
cotton dusters, brightened with floral
prints. For sizes S,M,L,XL.

9.99

MO.

EVERY DAY
SMART VALUE
I Luscious flutter sleeve nylon waltz length nightgowns. Lace V-neckline or appliqued yoke styles.

Luxury cotton/polyester bath size
towel weighs more than a pound.
In assorted florals, stripes, solids.
Hand towel, 2.99 Washcloth, 1.99

4.99

EVERY DAY
SMART VALUE
Standard bedpillow with DuPont' Dacron 808'
polyester fiberfill. Queen size, 6.99 King size, 7.99

ANY SIZE

24.99

ANY SIZE

29.99

BONUS WEEK

Orig. $11 each. Cool camp shirts of
polyestercotton. Stripes for big girls.
Sefan prints for big boys.

SALE 7.99

Orig. $13. Cotton sweaters
n soft pastels, for be girls

BONUS WEEK

SPECIAL BUY

A fresh new look for juniors. Our
colorful, all cotton shirt, detailed with
an oversize yoke and big buttons.

Ja-ourIebyarne woy IS boon Won on odolooly priced
mirdersillso Wiwi aversMul 160 otswise. lisluseens from adiposity
prked morallumdle•easellve until Mock Is depielled. We dose not include
00119OMB dosegnotod in ow Mono as JCP•nney Snort Volum

JCPenney
ALABAMA
Andaluus
Auburn
Enterprise
Gadsden
Jasper
Selma
GEORGIA
Brunswick

Datton
Griffin
Hinesville
LaGrange ,
=Ile
o
KENTUCKY
Elizabethtown

Frankfort
Madisonville
Middlesboro
Murray
Somerset
MISSISSIPPI
Brookhaven
Columbus

Co

Grl

Go
Ha
Lai
Mc
Vii
NOR
Bo

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY,JANUARY

Newspaper Aciverssinp Suppie

Orig. $18. U.S. Open tennis shirt of
cotton/polyester pique knit. In solids,
stripes and prints. Men's sizes.

YOUR CHOICE 8.99
Woven polyestercotton plaid, Ong.$18 Sale 8.99
Polyester/cotton knit shirt with Henley neckline and
short sleeves. Solid colors 8.99 every day

viRe

<WO

PI
Mon

1111

Corinth
Greenville
Greenwood
Hattiesburg
Laurel
McComb
Vicksburg
NORIPPI CAROUNA
Boone

Elizabeth City
Henderson
Jacksonville
Lumberton
Reidsville
Roanoke Rapids
Salisbury
Sanford

RDAY,JANUARY 31, 1967 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
Advection/a Six/dement

Shelby
Statesville
SOUTH CAROUNA
Rock Hill
TENNESSEE
Cleveland
Columbia
Gresneville

_

,

446iiaiar.igt*anitati
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Regular P
Prices May Vary Al Some
Stores Due To Local Competrtion

S•

America's Favorite Store
."
11171
41=.lir

1.011t1F.ST PRICE
ADVIENT11160
IntlICHA4110161 POLK,
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I .7.7.1.., EVERYDAY PRICES:
PRICES
ADVERTISED
erised prices'
honor any local Competitor S current
We
to have *the lowest prices in town We check
I: LWe guarantee
Simply bring the competitor s ad along with the item directly to
in all stores on a regular basis and lower our prices to be
Will

1=1

prices
totally competitive Should our price on any product not be the
lowest in town bring the :tern to the service desk and we wili
meet any competitor s price

the checkout Read all the ads and then make all your purchases at lust ONE place K mart
*Limited to items currently on hand
•

for
6114
/
1
11
0.19

I*41
a:251111W

$9
$avo 30%

RUSTLER]

Our 12.97. then's Rustier MIN
jeans with popular 4-pocket
dying. Durable cotton.

Savo 43%

Savo 43%

Our SIC Pr. Crew dress socks
lit boys'and misses SIMS 7-8/
1
2,
9-11. Choice of colors.

Our 1.57 Skeln.4-ply yam of
washable fØ,cç* acrylic.4*
solid colors, 31/2-oz.* ombres.
IMPare

MePrim Dom Coronet soli
facial tissues in *tile decorator boil 150,2-ply sheen.

11.II

f orml)

Mist Ibt ON may vary

5W

$ale Price Pkg. 140,1-ply
paper napkins for everyday
use. Approx. 12x131/4 .
um'2010.
mcN

3.50 1.68 2.27

Sale'doe la.T-120 VHS video
lap* with 2-, 4-,6-hour mewl'inc. Good reproduction.

live lbws&

Sale Price Pkg. Dirreasted
nearside; salted or unsalted
varieties. 16-oz. rwit wt.

Sale Price Ea. 011511er: for
many US.and foreign COIL
Oil Fillers In Other Owe,les., 2.47

Un•4

•

,

p-s a Moe

7
Our 13.97. Men's quality knit shirts of carefree
polyester/cotton. Choice of up-to-date styles
and colors. Great for many occasions.

Our 4.97. Men's screen-print T-shirts of machine-washable cotton/polyester. Print choice.
Our 17.97, Men's 5-pockot Fashion Jeans, 11.97

Our 9.97 PT. Women's woven stepins. Durably constructed with comfortable lining, long-wearing sole
Available in white, a great go-with-all
color to odd the perfect final touch
to many favorite casual outfits

1111.1116

P

Save
20%

Save
34%

Our 4.57. Boys' Islander
T-shirts of polyester/cotton. Choice of novelty
prints.
Our 7.97,Boys'Joans;
Rog.,Slim Sixes 8-14,$5

Our 12.97 Pr. Nylon/genuine suede
leather Joggers for today's active
men or women Soft nylon tricot
lining, convenient VELCKr-braqd
closures, long-wearing rubber sole
Another excellent K mart value,
GEO,
3A (4-5 & 12 141 P9OG 6/9 AND :IA (4 5 & 12-14)

Save
32%
Our 7.97 Ea. Oversize tee shirts In choice of
fashion colors. Made of easy-care polyester/
cotton. Sizes S-M-L. Quality'
*Ass *lours cm,isplannlallm.a/ gooup

Our 4.47 la. Toddler,'fleece tops
or pants of machine-washable acrylic, styied for boys or girls With ribknit neck, vide, waistband, choice of
colors Slags 2-4. Fine-quality
activevilOr at a K mart value price

Our 5.97 Ea. One-pocket tee shirts are classic
additions to the casualwear wardrobe. Cotton/
polyester in choice of fashion colors. S-M-L.

Our Regular 1.97-2.47. Choice of
handy purse organizers. Select 64view wallet of nylorYylnyl or coupon
organizer of nylon, both feature convenient VELCRO.closures Fashion:
color choice to suit every taste

Reef Stew

41113tramisft.

Box. Defeo
Addle Ridcoated popcom.choice of
Great
YefloviZonkers.
dle or Screaming
/A-ozr
63
and
for parties, snacks. 5Our 2.48. Welch's pure grape
Jules. No sugar added 64 oz.*

Hefty plastic
Our 3.17. Package of 29
sizeideal
-gal.
trash bags in handy 30 Includes
uses.
household
for many
sealing.
attached ties for secure
F 00q20

2

2For3
$
Sale Price Ea. Hair spray in
choice of formulas. 8-oz net wt

Our 2.67 Pkg. 3 vacuum bogs.
Sizes to fit many Eureka models
MO, "VW mtirf

lim.1

1

Nirterit's hnorite Store

P4ce

6-DAY SALE

Moste.Cord

NON
CAN
.

Our 2497. FuN-size Sheet Set*
Our 32 97, Queen-size Sheet Set*
•sw ncludes I Nal I IMO Vail. 2 pIllarCales

15 97
21 97

7

Pr. 3.54
Our 4.97. Standard Pillowcases
Ea. 3.94
Our 697, Full Flat, Fitted Sheets
Pr 3.94
Our 5 77, Queen Pillowcases
Ea., 6.94
Our 10 97, Queen Flat, Fitted Sheets,

4

.1.1PmmIlwwwww-sar

•

Save
35%

Save
40%

e
41%

Our 16.97."Jungle Mirage" twin-size sheet
cotton.
set of no-iron 50% polyester/50%
pillowcase
1
sheet,
fitted
1
Includes 1 flat,

Our 12 57, Futl-size Pod
Our 15 47. Queen-size Pod

Our 4.97 Ea. Twin-size flat or Med sheets
machine-washable polyester/cotton in
choice of decoratively piped solid colors.

of

Our 10.77. Fitted twin-size mattress pad of
machine-washable quitted polyester cotton
with polyester fill. Resilient, comfortable
IA may rcry

VALUES ON HOSIERY, TOWELS AND MORE

99

0 Save
37%

Our 1.511 Pkg.6 prs. kneobIghs
of nylon In choice of basic
shades. At misses' sizes 81/2-11.

2

990

Save
37%

prs.
Out 7110 Pr. Comfort-top knee-

highs fit misses Of queen sizes
9-11. Choice of shades. styles

1.50

Save
24%

Our 1.99. Bundle of 3 dishcloths
of long-wearing cotton terry in
choic,e of coiors 13x13"

GELP
(1 5455 15i PPOG 09 AND IS (11-5) FROG

Our 6.27 Pkg.6 prs. men's tube
socks, white or with stripes. Fit 10-13.
Our 5.17 Pkg.,6 Prs. Boys' Socks*, 3.57

1.50

Save
24%

Our 1.99 Pkg. 2 utfighlond
Chock" cotton toffy dish towois
In choice of CO4Ors 16)(75

3.97

Swim/pool/shower towels of absorbent cotton with screen prints.
Perfect for beach, gym. 30x6Cf.
While QuanIllhemrJI

1.75

Enjoy our delicious hot turkey
sandwich wtth cranberry sauce

whipped potatoes and gravy
on/y In Mores *411,calMeno

Sal* Price Pkg. Chewing gum in
flavor choice. 17 sticks per pack.

1.57 NI:
Our 1.97. Pkg. of 100 tea bags for
delicious hot or iced tea.

,triatew
yolgate
SaloPrice Sc. Colgate toothpaste.6.4hoz.-7 oz. net wt.
MI2

obsor-

Cr

Salo Price. Alas cleanser for counters, appliances, more. 14 oz.*

Our 1.17 Can.
of 5-oz,'' CheezPlanters snacks. Choice
Balls, 61/2-oz.•
Cheez
Curls, 71
/
2-oz.* Potato
Crunchies, or 71
02. corn chips.
/
2Great for snacks. •Ne0

Salo Price Pkg.
Hefty Cinc •k
Plastic trash bogs.
Choice of 20
durable 30-gal bogs
or 30 tall
kitchen -size bogs for
the
F 2 45
home
0nrosh hogsl
01101pdocten bagel

.„

GOODS ITEMS ON SALE

Sale Price. Heavy-duty printing
calculator with two-color display

Sale Price. Answering machine;
11 functions, beeperless remote
2-9110

Sonchable
UswenO
SAM Tone Or Pune Sernow,
Available r101111 GE Wane* WaftInflow,

Choice of desktop or wail-mount
Slim-design phone has desktop
phones: NO sound ringer. Select
Or wall-mount convertibility Last
white, brown or almond. Save
Colors
number redid.
29.0
Compact Driek/Wall Telephone*; Last-number Redial
yr Smiled
5W2502 psinop, 91/3502 fWcill mown) Int1001 KarripOCIII reta02PM deign, •3

Repo&

*rm.*/

;maw MOW 63ink '$ lisanolon

Sale Price. GE desk/waN phone
wfth 12-number memory.

Q(X)fl' 62

68

Our 79.97.Powerful upright Eureka vacuum
cleaner features 4-position Nal-A-Nap, Edge
Kleener, furniture guard, and power-driven
brush roll. With all-steel hood construction
630

7-1(4

15-20)POOG 6/9 AND 7-1 (4 & 1 7) GELP

HOME,AUTO, SPORTING

Hol

whew

Waribibbb by lag SccCo

webb!OWE.?

Ea.
Steel bolt% with controllable flow;
convenient carry and pour handle.

2.97

Save
40%

Our 4.97 Ea. Rayon schoolbag
with vinyl backing. Color choice

180 BB
760 air rifle;
OW 29.97.
shot. Bolt
single
pellet
shot/.177
repeater. Rugged
action; pump
to( scope.
grooved receiver

Save
1.97
Our 15.97 Ea. 24x60" exercise mat
of cotton. Rolls for easy storage

Our 3.77. Flashlight set with 2 allpurpose lights, 4 "D"- cell batteries.
Soid

Soodlog Goods Dep1

Our 10.97 Ea. Carryout. Quality heavyduty shocks fit many U.S cars.
Our 15.97, Heavy-duty Von And Truck Shocks,
Ea., 10.97
Carryout

Our 10.97. 12-ft. booster cable
with copper-coated steel clips.

:
8.974,sav
Our 14.97 Ea. Sheepskin-look cushion
fit most seats Comfort year-round

;BP
6A-1 0-6 el4)P9OG G EL P

V

- _

40.
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Co Krogering This Week for
BIG SAVINGS on
General Foods

IMOOltmatONOle MIKCipplOtIV.Urnlip Ca

vac Pac Coffee

Maxwell House
$279

no Double CBuillians Everyday

SO LIMIT
See Store For
Details

100% Pure Fresh From Florida Minute Maid

Pepperidge Farm

Pepperidge Farm Supreme

Orange
Juice
16 oz.can

Layer
Cakes
17 oz. pkg.

cream Filled
Layer

9
$19

Banquet Frozen

Banquet Salisbury Steak,Sliced
Turkey,mostacdoll,Beef Enchiladas

Fried
Chicken
2lb. box

28 oz. pkg.

$229
Stilwell

Breaded
Okra
24 oz bag
5
12

9
2
3
stkio one oe LASAGNA .

. nft pet $2.119

Kroger Cut Corn, Mixed Veg.,
Green Peas

Crinkle Cut
Potatoes
54b.bag
"
52

Kroger Cut Green Beans,Chopped Broccoli,Chopped Spinach

Box
Vegetables
vegetables
3g
3
910
BOX

99t

for

,

Crinkle Cut
French Fried POTATOES

•.7 • ••:;,4.

"lieln1linutes

ei

Armour Oriental Chicken,ChiCkell
Burgundy,Salsbury Steak

Chicken,Beef or Turkey

Kroger
Pies
Pot
8oz.Pkgs.

Classic Lite
Dinners
11 to 123os.Pk°

Microwave
Popcorn
21
or- Pkil-

9
9
1
....

MrS.MOWS

Coffee
Rich

Cherry Pie
In Minutes
27 Oz.pkg.

99

1/4" trim means 10-30% less fat
on Kroger beef.

WE TRIM OUR BEEF TO 14 INCH FOR A
MEASURABLE DIFFERENCE IN VAWE!
Now ourtLtD.A.Choice Grain lied beefisaneven better value
because we trim every cut down to only 1/41 inch of fat Less
fat.Peweecalories.Inlay Krosers measurable difference in
the beef %PI

• MORE MEAT SPECIALS •
Regular or Beef

Old Village
Smoked Sausage

$199
lb.

Kroger Crv-0-ifec

Chunk
Braunschweiger. .lb.
Great Sandwich Treat!

Mr.Turkey
Variety Pak

12 oz.
Pkg.

99c
$199
Tennessee Pride
(24.b. Pkg_3417)

Pork
Sausage
••

4

WO

•
*

40,

COST CUTTER PRICES
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!
'Quality Products from General Foods.
Maxwell HOUSe
-MYW

Broil Flakes

ISYruP
LogCabaT
$
uN112r.„“

St

JEL/C
JerlirsGeiatii

I

listautPuddiugs 2.Z 89C
IistautPldiigs 2.Z

II Doi
__ AidlDoolers
Crystal Light

1
laiti

Ii

e iscirm"
IGorii

78c

Cob Cori

Mpg I

;;;;;;;Ifetabies

5129
)

'ONE STOP SHOPPING AT ITS VERY BEST'

Turn In Your

Heinz
Baby Food

In Water Chicken of the Sea

Ruffles

Brand

Potato
Chips

99t

6.5 oz.

ay In LAM Maur lener Flaw

Crisco
ShortalgAuI
Muffin Mix

sca:
5 'Zs

esiosesssm-*******-4, •
11111M:
"
I 4114.4
"
,• , . 61-41/2 POUNDER
-0
FJ. •
11
.1:0An•tri

,
sitsAinort,:anty IM-"

•

•
*lb

• DOUBLE MONEY BACK
MEAT GUARANTEE
—If you are not CQuipletely satisfied
- with any meator seakkod purchase
fruit thls store,simply tiring in proof
of purchase and we will gladly refund
double your purchase price.

TYSON CHICON
CHUNKSOR
NW II
CAMIIIIIIII,10111111111,
UMW
NIN,WNW
auuNIu.PUTT1rUM
ON,N WIN N %WYNN NM

Dinner Entives

ROW AFTER ROW
-OF FRESHNESS!

FRESH
TO
YOU!
Kroger Carden.
...from the

floral 6hoppe
Blooming
Hyacinth
6 ball
pot

9
9
Florist
u
Or
ifu
rf

Bea

Cinnerarla
4inch
pat

Washington State Extra Passcs
OW or Mod 136 Me

Delicious
Apples

$399
lalln,OM nitrites

Balled
Hun'

Wishbone Grade W(Save $2.00)

Fresh Baked In-Store Made

Choc.Chip Cookies
$1149
dozen
oatmeal-Raisin,Peanut Butter,Sugar)

Save on easy Winter Meals...From Hot Soup and
Fresh Sandwiches to Cookies and Chips. More value,
more savings and rthore variety,from Jim Adams this
week, every day!

;t:14-e4rirl'

Jan. 28, 1987 through Tuasday,
7 DAY SALE•Prices good boginning Wodnosday,
and correct printing errors.
February 3, 1927. We rosary, the right to Unlit quantities

Save Up To

$2.63

'sr )I No. I

Chicken
Noodle
,
sou

coupon
this oaditicnol
Si5 00
purchase
coupon
Limit one
lonsill
per

Chicken
Noodle

with both
coupons!

4e,

With this
coupon
and $15 00
odrio tionol
purchase
limit one
coupon
per lamely

S.

ADA

®nation ii€mitadina

for More Value and More Savings Every Day!
1 lb. Frost

Friskies
4Y2 lb.
Cat Food

79

Carnation

Not Cocoa
Mix 12pk.

$

49

Tomato
Sauce
Grnation -

'HOT COCOA MIX

Delicious cat dinners

12 ENVELOPE BOX

20 lb. Deg Foal

Carnation• 16 oz.

Carnation Not Cocoa

Come'n Get It
$319

Coffee Mate
$1 99

20 oz. Canister
$269

6 oz. Cat Feed

Bright Eyes

3

39c

Camelia, pk.
iastant Breakfast

Sugar Free!
$299

Pizza Crust Mix

A, A

Soft White
Light Bulbs

Enjoy

Coke
Coke or Diet
2Liter

SOFT-w
I .004 I IN

s

Rolls..59c

Liggett 2

RED CROSS

Macaroni

Bush • 16 soz • Ch•ppusl

13.1

89c

SPkia
SPIN

Turnip Greens

Red Cross

14.1.

00111.110r

3 99`

ISA•Crean or Mole Kernel
16 oz.

Golden Corn

Largo 32 ct. Mod. 46 d. Diapers

Huggies Ultratrim

General Mills • 12 oz

Wheaties

39

linseepo, Pepperoni or
Soprano

Rod Ogres Pizza

and
Sandwich
11
Field
Meat Favorites

•

BOLOGNA

1==''ff

Field's Quality and Jim Adams Values!
Save you time, Save you money,SaveYou!

•

Field's• 1 Lb.

Field's • 1 Lb.

Sliced Bacon

Ham Sausage

$1 89

$I 99
Lb.

Lb.
Field's • Jar

Pickled
Bologna

$259

$ II

Old Fashion
Sausage

39

Lb.

HAM SLICES

Fiold's•6 oz.

Kentuckian Ham

Smoked Picnic

SliceiNam
$1 89
pkg.

f-A. A

Quickin Easy To Fix
TURKU
RUSSETS

Winter Meals and Snacks.
Quality and Value with Convenience for You!

Bryea's• 1 Lb.

Cocktail
Smokies

Ors-Ida

$2
lio
alsdheB
nrowns...
79 G

Lb.89

•

guattiO
CouNMIBiscurt

4.1.1P1411111101.111111,1111.9.•

•""71
,71
Ww•Ii•••

LINKS

I-

4"
*0
•

Taste O'Soa • Bulk Fish

Rudy Ferns•3.75 oz.

Tosusossoo Pride
"Bromism Sorvo"

Frosb Cooked Putties

Tounessoo Farms "Iloatin Sem"

Steak & Biscuit

Link Sausage

Sweet Potato

Boneless Bib Ribs

Light Breaded Portions

L. $299

$249 -

99c

89c

89
Lb.

Lb.

valufrosh meats
Savo 10 to 30%
the lowest total everyday
meat prices
In town on
quality-meats.
•V.S. CHOKE guaranteed
•REAUAN
DRAIN
•
FED BEEF

GRADE A
FRESH CUT FRYERS

PORK

Lean Cuts for Lean Diets!
Leek

Tysee, Boosless, Skinless

Fryer Breast
Fillets

Rich

Breast of
Turkey

111
1
111==.

$ 69

Slkoil
Free

Lb.

Lb.

79 $%

,44,1,6,,,,,
..144**4#901404**WeIVMAAW
,,,
,

Agsamelikinheittlenia4M$

.7,..
/.4401,195900
, toW.497,44e45917469X49019Y/A91050WAISIWPIEWNOWWWW

$

40,

Reelfoot "Select Tries"

100%

Boneless Pork
Tenderloin

Pure Beef
81% Lean
$1 49

In The
4 Beg
0 1'2 lb.

$289
Lb.

Lb
4111:4,349

4W.19
'

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed" Boneless Beef!

Realise• Meek Style

Pork Roast

89c

Lb

Quality Name
Brands
You Know
and Trust!
Double Your Money Back
— Jim Adams Suarantio To You -We unconditionally guarantee all
meat bought at Jim Adams. If you
are not satisfied with your meat purchase, we will gladly refund DOUBLE
the PRICE of the meat when returned
to us.

— ValofreshMeats —

t ,

/
1
4 Country Ham
1 99

JI
ADAM

P
•

A
"tr

Peach
Cream Pe

vestell•
2/4 teespeto slowed •stroct
piloted pooches
teespeke
eked
114
1 cep
aletes
setter 41•14•41
whipped
2.t
2/3 cep
levies
fritsli
heavy aeon,
leblespoen
1 eel
1
pastry shot%
11-itsch
praise
1 bailee
04"
selle•ticed ',tette Aiislittossel voodoos lev
1 fievel•oe telt
lft teeseme
and
1f1 cep milk
tablespoons vigor
peoches with 2 toblespoons sugar. MIK
diced
Sprinkle
Reserve 4
Sit( In
set aside
smolt SOUCepOI1
lemon iuice,
and soli in constontly on gelogelatin
stirring
remoining sugar,
heat; odd
ave. low ,heal
Remove fromoccosionolly
minutes.
milk and cook
,
dissolves. about 5extroct. Chill, stirring
tin
otniond
unbeaten
vonillo and
consistency of
is the
soft peaks
until
unto mixture
whites
sugor
Beat egg
egg white reserved 4 tablespoons
DWI!
,
stiff
Add
until
form
to beat
grodually, continuing gelatin mture fold ir
turn
odd to
peaches ond
yvhipped crean,,
whites, then
several
until set,
beaten egg
Chill
pastry shell odditional peaches,
*nto braked
Moires
Gornish wilt,
hours
before serving.
sliced, lust
ond
peeled
servings
6108

- Good
eating
for good Plump juicy freshness
bursting with flavor!

U.S. No. 1 R. Tow Owe"

10 lb. Potatoes
$1 49
U.S.N.. 1

Red 10 lb.
Potatoes

Bad of California
77

$1 19 48 Size
•
Grapefruit
beech

Tender
Broccoli

3.$
Fresh Baked Goodnessl

huh Muds

Glazed Donuts
$199
erthr lady

V•ertmo's

All Varieties
Cookies

Lb. t

69 Valentlee Newt
Cakes for Your Sweet,

Mae

Barbeared
Chick*.

$1 49
Lb.

